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This discussion will inform a work in progress, 
“Housing Affordability: Determinants and 
Policy Lessons,” by Jaime Luque, Stephen 

Malpezzi and Antonio Mello
Today’s discussion is preliminary.  

Comments, criticisms are very welcome.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite its length, this presentation is incomplete.Your comments and criticisms will help complete it.  They are very welcome!



The slides and other supporting materials for today’s 
talk can be found at my blog:

http://reudviewpoint.blogspot.com/

The presentation was recorded and can be found at 
https://youtu.be/pQtZ4JnIPnA

Today’s slides will be extended and revised; the updates will be posted at the blog.

Teaching a class, or making a presentation?  Feel free to borrow any of these slides.

http://reudviewpoint.blogspot.com/
https://youtu.be/pQtZ4JnIPnA


If you are looking at the PowerPoint version of these slides, 
look at the pane below the slides in PPT to find explanatory notes.

The notes, like the slides, are works in progress.  Over time they’ll be extended and corrected.

If you are looking at a pdf of the slides, and don’t see the notes,
contact me to get the native PowerPoint version, or a pdf with the notes included.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the notes.Some slides have extensive notes, others just a few, or none.



Today’s presentation
• A few preliminaries
• Myths and realities of housing markets and their affordability
• Policy directions
• Research agenda
• Readings and resources

• But first… let’s take a quick look at some houses!



Economists know that a picture may be worth a thousand words…

… but a differential equation is worth a thousand pictures!

Nevertheless, today we’ll start with some pictures, and then some words.
No differential equations today.  Sorry.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Growth model from https://slideplayer.com/slide/2332850/



Good question.
Let’s start with “compare and contrast.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is affordable housing?Slightly (!) tongue-in-cheek, let’s examine a few not-so-affordable houses, then segue into others.



The largest inhabited house?  
Windsor Castle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Internet told me Windsor Castle is the largest inhabited house.The Internet has never steered me wrong before, so I believe it.



Same country.
Smaller unit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A well-known small dwelling.



Slum clearance and 
redevelopment in 
Hutchesontown
(Glasgow)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://municipaldreams.wordpress.com/2015/10/27/the-rise-and-fall-of-the-red-road-flats-part-2-failed-postwar-visions/



Garngad, Glasgow, 1925

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.theglasgowstory.com/image/?inum=TGSA05269“Slum housing in Garngad, photographed in 1925. A heavy cloud of polluted air hangs over the area, produced by the many heavy industrial works in the area, such as the St Rollox Chemical Works and the Tharsis Sulphur & Copper Works.”“Garngad became heavily industrialised in the 19th century, with the establishment of flax and cotton mills, iron and chemical works and railway works. The tenements that were hurriedly built to house incoming workers were of poor quality, with only outside toilets, leading to overcrowding and insanitary conditions. Diseases such as tuberculosis were rife, and the Garngad slums were regarded as some of the worst in Europe.”“Garngad was the scene of one of Glasgow Corporation's earliest major slum clearance programmes, beginning in 1933. Many of the residents moved to the new scheme in nearby Blackhill. New housing was built, and the makeover was taken a further stage in 1942 when the area was officially renamed Royston.”



Blackhill Council Housing, Glasgow, built 1930s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://alchetron.com/Blackhill,-Glasgow



Red Road Flats, Glasgow, soon after completion (1967)
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Presentation Notes
https://municipaldreams.wordpress.com/2015/10/27/the-rise-and-fall-of-the-red-road-flats-part-2-failed-postwar-visions/



Demolition of Glasgow’s Red Road Flats, 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/611342/WATCH-Red-Road-flats-demolished-in-front-of-crowds



Glasgow’s East End, renovated tenements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
iStock16 September 2015: Glasgow, Scotland - Red sandstone tenements in the east end of Glasgow, Scotland, UK.See also https://inews.co.uk/inews-lifestyle/travel/glasgow-hyndland-tenements-519152



East London Housing Association, developed circa 2001
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https://www.nasho.org.za/members/housing-association-east-london/



Early English “workforce housing”



New English social housing
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New English social housing
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Public housing, Pennsylvania Avenue, Brooklyn, New YorkiStock
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iStockNew York City public housing
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Run-down neighborhood, BaltimoreiStock
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The “tiny house” movement



Levittown

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a Levittown house. 
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Presentation Notes
Prior to WWII, every house was built one at a time (though there were plans and complete kits you could buy via mail order from Sears, Roebuck and Company).
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Presentation Notes
Tiny by today’s standards!  (And this was the BIG model.)  Levittowns still exist, but virtually all the houses have been expanded.  Preservationists would pay a lot for one in “mint condition” but none exist, as far as I can tell.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Levittown as originally developedhttps://interactive.wttw.com/ten/towns/levittown
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Levittown today – building footprints increased, second stories added.And some nice trees have grown in.From Encyclopedia Britannica onlinehttps://www.britannica.com/place/Levittown-Pennsylvania



Early Mineral Point miner’s shack; the early “badgers”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wisconsin’s nickname – Wisconsin Badgers – did not arise because we’re overrun with the fierce critters.  Rather, the nickname stems from tin miners from Cornwall who came to Mineral Point, WI to mine lead.



Jacob Riis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Five Cent a Spot” Unauthorized Lodgings in a Bayard Street TenementSpots turned over every 8 hours.Famous photo from Jacob Riis, “How the Other Half Lives”
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Presentation Notes
Photo of the roof of Ahmedabad “chawls”, old 4 story walkup in Ahmedabad, from my first trip to India.Taken from the roof of the next building.
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Presentation Notes
Taken on the roof.
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A “slum” in Ahmedabad.  This one held about 2500 people.Drainage is a problem.(Side note: I’ve decided the word ”slum,” like “sprawl” or “sustainability,” generates more heat than light and I’m trying to back away from it.  “Informal housing?”  See Angel, Gilbert for discussion.)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open defecation is a problem in India, more about that another time.Another photo from my first visit to an Ahmedabad informal settlement…The government built a 6 pit latrine for 2500 people.It was free.  But not maintained.  Unusable, to put it politely.
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Photo by John Courtney, urban architect, my former colleague at the World BankAn alternative public latrine.Users pay a small fee, which is used to pay for staff who monitor and maintain the facility.



Ambani house
Mumbai

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.forbes.com/pictures/mhj45edfjh/antilia-mumbai-india/#1311c3b21682Quote from Forbes:“Antilia, Mumbai, IndiaOwner: Mukesh Ambani, worth $21.5billion�Value: upward of $1 billion�The twenty-seven story, 400,000-square foot skyscraper residence, named after a mythical island in the Atlantic, has six underground levels of parking, three helicopter pads, a 'health' level, and reportedly requires about 600 staff to run it. It is the world's most expensive home far and away with construction costs topping $1 billion.”



©2003, S. Malpezzi

Two photos of Mexico, by Ruiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oscar Ruiz is a Mexican helicopter pilot and photographer known for, among other things, aerial photos of housing.



©2003, S. Malpezzi

Ruiz: Ixtapaluca, eastern outskirts of Mexico City

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/photography/photo-of-the-day/2013/5/housing-development-mexico/“A few years ago when I was working as a helicopter pilot for a local radio station, we were required to fly around all of Mexico City chasing news and traffic. I remember flying up to the highway that connects Mexico City with the neighboring state of Puebla, and on my way back this housing complex that seemed to go on forever caught my attention. I decided to circle around to observe from up close what I later found out was the recently built San Buenaventura complex, which is located in Ixtapaluca, on the eastern outskirts of Mexico City.”“The exceptional afternoon sun reflecting those thousands of recently painted small homes just looked so beautiful, and the lower I flew the better the angle, so I just got out my camera, opened the sliding window on my Bell helicopter, and snapped a couple of shots. —Oscar Ruizhttp://photography.nationalgeographic.com/photography/photo-of-the-day/housing-development-mexico/
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https://prospect.org/article/why-america-needs-more-social-housing“Alt-Erlaa, built between 1973 and 1985 is one of Vienna's largest social housing complexes, with 3,172 apartments and close to 11,000 residents.”
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“Peter Cooper Village and Stuyvesant Town in Manhattan, which was sold and converted to market housing.”https://prospect.org/article/why-america-needs-more-social-housing



Is there a missing middle in this housing market?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portion of a photo by Massimo Vitali for the New York Times Magazine, “Brazilian Oddysey” February 28, 2013Sao Paulo’s Morumbi district, with posh apartments on the right (note the swimming pools on the balconies), and the Paraisopolis favela on the left.http://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/03/03/magazine/03Brazil-photos.html?_r=2&amp;WT.z_sma=OT_BTT_20130307&amp;_r=0&smid=fb-nytimes



Beijing high-rise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the 1990s, urban Chinese doubled their per capita floor space consumption, in a decade.See Man (2011).



Shenzen, “handshake houses”
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Presentation Notes
https://www.economist.com/china/2013/06/01/some-are-more-equal-than-othersHouses near assembly factories.  An easy walk to work, and other services.But not much setback, or roads.  Within the development, walking or bicycle or perhaps a motorbike, but no cars.If you need a car for a particular day, you pick it up outside the blocks.Called “handshake” houses since you and somebody in the building next door can reach out the window and shake hands.
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Presentation Notes
Seoul.  Traditional housing in the foreground (less common in today’s Seoul); office space in the background, and Namsan Tower
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Trailer park on Canary Island Fuerteventura, SpainShutterstock, photo by Philip Lange
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https://tucson.com/news/new-pima-county-regulations-require-proof-old-mobile-homes-are/article_bbfcb053-327c-5b33-b1ec-2d594f5b6d50.html
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https://www.greencourtepartners.com/manufactured-housingThey don’t say “trailer parks.”  They say “land-lease communities.”
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https://www.crainsdetroit.com/article/20150322/AWARDS01/303229991/sun-communities-buys-green-courte-partners
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https://www.curbed.com/2018/3/2/17058882/mobile-manufactured-homes-affordable-housing-crisis
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Presentation Notes
A nice single-family home, vintage 1947, in Madison, WI.We do get snow on occasion.
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Presentation Notes
An apartment building in Newton, MA (Boston).  Next to a stop for a light rail line build circa 1880 feeding into the U.S.’s first subway system.



Sketching a few preliminaries



Today’s presentation
• A few preliminaries
• Myths and realities of housing markets and their affordability
• Policy directions
• Research agenda
• Readings and resources



Was the poet anticipating today’s housing 
affordability issues in 1892?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From “Song of Myself”https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45477/song-of-myself-1892-versionThe term housing affordability is widely used but often left undefined. And when it is defined, we find many different, sometimes contradictory definitions.



“Affordable housing” “contains multitudes,” 
has many meanings
• Sometimes, what people are willing to pay.
• Sometimes, what people ought to pay.
• Sometimes, housing units that rent or sell for moderate amounts (e.g. 

rents less than 30 percent of income, or houses selling for less than 
$100,000).

• Sometimes, housing units in particular housing programs (e.g. public 
housing or Section 42 LIHTC units).

• Sometimes, housing units utilized by particular kinds of households 
(e.g. very low income).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Normative and positive visions of affordabilityNormative: what somebody thinks it’s appropriate to pay.Housing advocates tend to focus on normative ideas about affordability.Positive: what people do pay.Economists tend to focus on positive notions of “affordable.”The line between positive and normative isn’t always a bright one.What people do pay can influence our notions of what they should pay, for example.Housing costs + transportHousing prices corrected for amenities (Pollakowski et al.)Stone’s residual income method



“Affordability” measures and their potential 
unintended consequences
• Loosening lending standards to increase affordability can contribute to 

housing boom-bust cycle, financial instability (Quintin).
• Inclusionary zoning is an implicit tax on overall housing investment.
• Supply side interventions (subsidies to “bricks and mortar”) can crowd 

out other housing investment (Murray, Malpezzi and Vandell).
• Overly restrictive land use and development regulations can drive up 

costs (Hilber and Vermeulen, Green, Malpezzi).
• Increasing housing standards can improve housing quality but at the 

cost of higher rents, prices (Malpezzi and Green).
• Controls on rents and tenure security can reduce rental supply, provide 

implicit subsidies that are directed randomly instead of to those most 
in need (Turner and Malpezzi)



Let’s look at a little basic data…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.nicepng.com/maxp/u2q8i1y3u2y3u2q8/
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Presentation Notes
These data are compiled by the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas. The U.S. price indexes are based on Federal Housing Finance Agency repeat sales indexes adjusted for background inflation. Data for the other six countries replicate FHFA’s methodology insofar as possible.  (See also the International Monetary Fund’s Global Housing Watch for another great source of comparative data.)Notice that the U.S. index shows the 2000 era boom and bust; but said boom and said bust were modest compared to the experience of the UK or France or especially Ireland. The U.S. FHFA data show a real boom of about 4.2 percent per annum from 1996 to 2006, followed by a bust of about –4.5 percent per annum over the next five years.  Other data, such as the familiar Case-Shiller price indexes (not shown), suggest an even faster U.S. boom averaging about 7 percent per year in the runup, and a similar bust later.  Now, a decade after, real house prices are at or near their 2006 peak in many U.S. markets. Two caveats. First, the data for the seven countries in Exhibit 1 are national averages, and of course a number of individual markets within countries had much bigger booms and busts than show up in any national average. Compare the experience in a number of California markets with most southern and Midwestern markets, for example.  This is also true elsewhere. Paris and London are much more volatile than other regions of their respective countries, for instance.Second, the choice of starting point – 1980 – is somewhat arbitrary, and it does affect results somewhat. If we picked, say, 2000 as a starting point, Ireland’s boom and bust would moderate a bit, and Spain would show a bigger boom. Nevertheless, the examples shown here are sufficient to show the large variation in house price volatility across countries.Whether we use the FHFA 4 percent U.S. rate of boom, or the Case-Shiller 7 percent, Ireland’s real house price boom was even larger.  With the data collected from national sources by the Dallas Fed, Ireland clocks in at 11.5 percent per annum over a dozen years; the bust was 5 years of 13 percent per annum decline. But for the four years between 2012 and 2016, Ireland is off to the races again, with an annual growth rate of 10.3 percent.France’s boom lasted from 1998 to 2007, 9 years of 8.3 percent growth, but without much of a bust – so far.  The UK boomed (8.6 percent for 9 years) “busted” (–9.2 percent for 2 years), then grew at a strong but more sustainable rate of 2.4 percent.Comparative research such as Cerutti, Dagher and Dell’Ariccia shows that these differences are to some degree related to the details of mortgage markets, and perhaps even more to do with land use and development regulation and other supply constraints, combined with more direct demand pressure from incomes and demographic shifts.  Readers of our previous posts on the subject in the U.S. context won’t be surprised; Barker, Cheshire and Sheppard, Malpezzi and Mayo and especially Bertaud provide details and examples that extend those discussions to a range of other countries.However, a stringent regulatory environment, or a different difficult geography, won’t generate a boom if there is no demand pressure as Malpezzi and Wachter, and Wheaton have shown. Japan’s 1980s bubble economy was followed by a nearly 3 decade bust. Despite a blip circa 1990, Germany famously never had a boom or a bust. We will argue below that some of the differences in housing market behavior are due to different rules of the game for housing finance. 



Kallergis et al. (2018) present data on 
median housing prices to median 
household incomes for 200 cities.  

Price-income ratios increase with city 
size and density, are higher for more 
strictly regulated cities.  

Cities with more informal and more 
public/social housing have lower average 
ratios.  

See Kallergis et al. for details.
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Presentation Notes
Source:  del Pero, Adema, Ferraro and Frey  (OECD, 2016)While we critique a single ratio threshold at some length elsewhere, there is some information contained in this slide.The variance in percentage of households spending more than 40 percent of income is quite amazing.Note that the countries with the lowest fractions include some lower income countries (as OECD countries go): Mexico, Slovak Republic, Slovenia.  But also include Germany.Countries with the highest fractions include Norway, the USA and the UK; but also Greece; and Spain is quite an outlier.There’s a lot to ponder and unpack here in future versions of this presentation.
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Presentation Notes
Source:  del Pero, Adema, Ferraro and Frey  (OECD, 2016)Ditto the discussion from previous slide.



More Preliminaries: How Economists Think
• What are the relative roles of the public and private sectors in the 

economy?  Consider efficiency and equity.
• Efficiency:  are benefits greater than costs?

• Markets are often very good at efficiently allocating resources.
• But markets can fail.  (Some reasons why momentarily).
• To an economist, governments – politics – exist in part to manage 

market failures.
• Economists are better at thinking about efficiency than about 

distribution.  Should we leave it to politics, or philosophers?  
Economists do have many interesting things to say about distributional 
issues!



Market failures: potential rationales for 
government intervention
• “Pure” public goods
• Externalities
• Economies of scale
• Monopoly power
• Transactions costs
• Information asymmetries
• Moral hazard/adverse selection
• Principal/agent problems
• Incomplete markets
• Whenever market outcomes are "inequitable" or "unjust"
• (Are there government failures as well?)



Potential specific market failures in housing 
markets

• Congestion
• Environmental costs
• Infrastructure costs
• Fiscal effects
• Neighborhood compositions
• Productivity and employment
• Health benefits
• Externalities associated with homeownership
• Externalities associated with poverty and unequal distributions of 

income and wealth



Presenter
Presentation Notes
My favorite protester against the Great Financial Crisis, “Occupy Wall Street,” Zucotti Park, New York City, begins September 17, 2011.



Externalities

66

Price
Per
Standard
House

# of Houses

S1 (based on private costs)

S2 (based on social costs)

D

External cost is the 
difference between
private and social cost.

P1

P2

Q1Q2

Without intervention, market equilibrium is P1, Q1.
This is inefficient, we want to be at P2, Q2!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most commonly discussed source of market failure in this text is externality.  We discuss this so frequently that a brief exposition is presented here.Externalities can exist on either the cost or the benefit side. We begin with a cost example.  Consider a city in which market supply and demand can be represented as Figure 1.  Assume for simplicity that all biases are identical, and that we are considering the “flow” market (i.e., the number of new biases supplied or demanded in a year).   As drawn, supply and demand clear whenever 1,000 standard houses are built, at a price of $100,000 per year.	Now, consider the fact that demand curves are determined by benefits, on the margin; and that supply curves are determined by marginal costs.  A familiar result from any principles course is that when costs rise, the supply curve shifts up and to the left.	What costs?  In the simplest model of a housing market, developers face a range of costs, including the purchase of land, on-site infrastructure, design and architects’ fees, construction materials and labor, and some normal profit, reflecting the opportunity cost of the developer’s time.   These costs are paid, one way or another, by the developer; eventually, in a competitive market, they are passed along to consumers.	But what if there are external costs, that is, costs that, while real, are not paid by developer or consumer, but external to the transaction?  Plausible examples include costs of congestion, such as longer commutes born by neighbors; environmental costs such as increased runoff, or loss of views; or fiscal costs born by general taxpayers for (say) additional trunk infrastructure, or schools.	We define social costs as the sum of private costs plus external costs.  In other words, if external costs are present, social costs and private costs are no longer equivalent.  This is shown in a stylized way in Figure 2.  S1 is the supply curve based on private costs; S2 is the supply curve based on social costs; the vertical difference between S1 and  S2 at any Q is the magnitude of the external cost at that level of Q.   It is extremely important to recognize that first, external costs, by their nature, are not part of the private cost-benefit calculus that governs transactions in a stylized laisser faire market without any government intervention.   Second, just because they are not priced and not part of the private transaction does not mean that they are not read.  (They may be difficult to measure precisely, but that is another matter.)As drawn. S1 and  S2 are parallel; there is no requirement that this is so.  Some externalities like congestion probably increase on the margin as higher levels of output are reached.	In the event, assuming a substantial external cost as in Figure 2, the market will produce at P1, Q1, that is, it will produce too much housing at too low a price.  What do we mean by “too much” and “too low”?  Because private costs do not accurately reflect the marginal costs of the houses to society, the market is sending the wrong signal to producers and consumers; the last few houses built are not the best use of society’s scarce resources used in developments, and prices do not reflect true opportunity costs.   The social optimum, in fact is at P1, Q1.	How can we solve this problem:  The classic solution is government intervention.  This can in turn take many forms.  One method would be for government to simply fix the number of building permits at Q2 (a “growth management” program).  A similar quantitative restriction is sometimes cast as a requirement to hook up to, say, a sewer system, and those connections are themselves limited to Q2.  Such a growth management system, if properly implemented, can lead to an improved efficiency result; but before we discuss whether this also happens in practice, let us assume an efficient regulator setting Q2 directly, and point out some interesting distributional, or equity, issues.	How are the building permits to be distributed?  Suppose they are handed out first come – first served.  Then the developers who are quick off the mark make an additional excess profit equal to Q2 (P2 – P1).   Developers who are slow-footed and do not get permits lose producer’s surplus bounded by the original price line P1, the vertical line Q2, and the original equilibrium point; but note that this triangle was an excess profit but was also a deadweight loss to society  because S1 did not reflect true costs.  The excess profit Q2 (P2 – P1) is a transfer from consumers to developers.	Another way the permits could be allocated would be to have some government agent(s) allocate them.  In turn, there are many ways this could happen, not all mutually exclusive.  A planning agency could have a “beauty contest” and choose the planner’s favorite physical design.  Developers could compete by offering to build community facilities or some other favored use like moderate income housing in order to obtain approval for other projects.  In a darker vein, if some public agents have discretion in allocation and ethical standards are not all that they should be, bribery could take place (even though it is illegal).  In a similar vein, developers might be encouraged to contribute to local political campaigns, which of course is not “illegal”, and is very different from a bribe .  (Hmmm.)	While the details differ in each of the methods just described, some of the social surplus goes into additional excess profits for the developers, a planner’s pet project, a bribe, or a campaign contribution.  Another option would be to openly auction the permits.  Developers would bid up to Q2 (P1 – P2) for the permits, but those revenues would now flow into the public treasury.  Thus they could fund infrastructure improvements, better schools, or perhaps even a local tax cut. 	So far our discussion has been in terms of some kind of “command and control” growth management regulation.  Another way in which government can tackle the externality problem is with a tax.  Suppose that government imposed a tax on developers equal to the vertical distance between S1 and S2 at the optimum, i.e. at Q2.  If developers pay a tax equal to (P1 – P2) on each unit built, this has the effect of shifting the private supply curve up to the social supply curve.  Because the developer pays the tax, what was an external cost is now matched by a private cost; in a phrase beloved by economists (but probably no one else), the tax has “internalized the externalities.”	A third general approach, which we discuss in detail elsewhere, is what is called a Coasian solution.  In a classic article, Nobel prize winner Ronald Coase demonstrated that markets could indeed handle externalities like the congestion associated with housing development in a private bargaining, if two important conditions are obtained:  (1) property rights (either of a developer to build, or of the neighbors to no nearby development) are clearly defined and enforced, but can be traded;  and that everyone has full information and low (near-zero) transaction costs of bargaining.  Remarkably, Coase shows that society will reach the same optimum, or efficiency result, whether (A) developers have an untrammeled right to build, but neighbors band together and compensate developers to reduce construction to the point where the neighbor’s last dollar spent in compensation just equals the benefit to those neighbors of less housing development; or (B) if neighbors have a veto over any or all development, but developers compensate the neighbors to permit construction, up to the point where the last dollar the neighbors receive in compensation just equals the benefit to those neighbors of less housing development.  This will be (surprise!) at P2, Q2.	Several further points should be made about this “property rights” solution to an externality.  First, there are a few other assumptions embedded in the model, notably (A) that either all neighbors have the same valuation of congestion and other externalities, or alternatively, that the neighbors can reach some joint position, perhaps through a voting rule; and (B) that all the neighbors (and developers) stick to the bargain, e.g. there are no strategic holdouts (see the classic Jimmy Stewart – Lionel Barrymore – Ann Miller movie “You Can’t Take It With You” for a clear exposition of holdouts in real estate development).  Second, remarkably the efficiency result is the same whether developers have the right to build or the neighbors have the right to veto all building; but the distributional result is very different.  In one case, neighbors pay developers, and in the other case, developers pay neighbors, and it is hard to imagine a much greater difference in distributional outcomes.  Third, and perhaps most importantly, the conditions under which Coasian bargaining works are very stringent.  In particular, it is often the case that in real world cases transaction costs are high and the case breaks down.  On the other hand, one can consider that such bargaining might take place between developers and a local government that, at least in theory, attempts to represent the interests and preferences of a collection of neighbors that might have difficulty bargaining in a unified way.   Ideologies who assert that Coasian bargaining can replace all other real estate regulation have not contemplated transaction costs sufficiently, but on the other hand the model has much to teach us about the kind of bargaining that does and should go on.	Let us return to the” traditional “Pigouvian” model of taxation and/or regulation.   It should be obvious that even if the conditions described in Figure 2 and the results we then discuss are obtained in theory, there is an important consideration in practice.  Whomever sets the tax or the growth control regulation has to know a lot about the market.  Not only does “The Regulator” need to know the (private) supply and demand for the good; they also have to know the size of the externality.  Merely arguing that externalities exist is not enough; to set the tax or regulation we need quantitative knowledge that is often in short supply.  Pigouvian taxation or regulation makes great demands on The Regulator, and the economists that support them. Amazingly, some governments set tax rates or set regulations without advice from economists.    A growth control target or impact fee that is poorly designed can easily do more harm than good.



Government failure?
• Externalities are an important type of market failure.
• Governments can fail, too.
• Notice, for impact fees or growth management, other interventions to 

improve on the private market outcome:
• We need to know something about supply and demand in our 

market, and the actual dollar value of the external costs.  These are 
not trivial to estimate.  (But it’s a living for some economists!)

• We need to design the interventions carefully!  
• EG well designed impact fees are preferred to corruption.
• EG an excessive impact fee (larger than required) could leave us 

worse off than the original “failed market.”
• That’s why good planners know all about real estate markets, costs, etc., 

in addition to mechanism design, local public finance, data analysis, 
economics. 67



Wilfredo Pareto

Sir John Hicks

Nicholas Kaldor

John Rawls

Three economists and a philosopher



Equity and Government Intervention
• How can we weigh transfers from government intervention?

• Pareto Criterion:  undertake an action if some people are helped 
and no one is harmed.

• Hicks-Kaldor Criterion:  undertake any action whose net cost benefit 
is positive.

• Revised Hicks-Kaldor Criterion:  undertake any Hicks-Kaldor actions 
and compensate the losers.

• Why is Revised H-K tough to do in practice?



Real estate development is never purely 
Pareto Optimal

There are always losers, as well as winners, even from the best projects.



Types of Government Intervention

• Among the most common methods of public intervention in market 
outcomes:

• Delineation and enforcement of property rights and contracts
• Taxes
• Subsidies
• Regulation
• Direct public provision

• Are these methods good substitutes for each other?  How can we 
analyze their costs and benefits?  Efficiency and equity outcomes?



Markets or Governments?  Discussion 
Questions:
• If we can improve on the market in principle, does that mean we can 

do so in practice?
• Is government intervention the only alternative?
• What form(s) could/should the intervention take?
• How should we measure efficiency?
• How should we measure equity?
• How do we deal with "winners" and "losers" from government 

intervention?



Demand Shocks with Inelastic Supply: Boom and Bust
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In Figure 1, a heavily regulated market with fairly inelastic supply has an initial demand shock characterized by the demand curve moving from D1 to D2.  Given this demand shock in a very inelastic short and medium run supply, little supply response is observed and prices increase substantially from P0 to P1.  But over the very long run, there is some elasticity even in the most convoluted markets.  Eventually, markets and governments do respond to extraordinary price increases and supply shifts out.  This results in a housing price crash from P1 to P2.



Demand Shocks with Elastic Supply: Lower Price Shocks, 
Less Volatility
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Contrast this with Figure 2, which is more or less the same except that the markets are more elastic.  The initial increase does give rise to a price run up over the medium term, as one would expect, but the run up is much less.  Therefore the boom and bust cycle is moderated.  These are indicated by shifts from P0' to P1' and back down to P2'.



Demand Shocks with Inelastic Supply, Followed by a “Million 
Houses Program”
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These processes are not merely a theoretical curiosity.  Take the example of Korea: a country with an extremely stringent regulatory environment that has greatly inelasticized supply.  Many studies have documented the especially convoluted Korean regulatory system and their relationship to a very inelastic housing supply.But at some point, as prices skyrocket and shortages become more apparent, the Korean government responds as it did with the Two Million Houses Program in 1990.  This has the effect of shifting an inelastic supply curve to the right in a series of discrete jumps.  Figure 3 illustrates.  After the crash from P1'' to P2'', the process starts over again.  As demand grows further, prices rise again to P3‘’.Thus a world in which government responds to rising housing prices by one-time programs to get the market moving, or who simply increase the target number of planned dwellings without more fundamental reforms, can be characterized as occasionally shifting an inelastic supply curve to the right.  This leads perforce to a boom and bust cycle.  Reform measures that tackle the root causes of inelastic supply have the effect of flattening the supply curve and moderating the boom and bust cycle, reducing risk for investors.
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Housing price elasticities of supply – basic market responsiveness – varies dramatically by country and sometimes by city within countries.Full discussion for another day – see many sources such as Bartlett (1989), Bramley (2007), Green, Malpezzi and Mayo (2005), Glaeser Gyourko and Saks (2005), Hilber and Vermeulen (2016), Leishman (2005), Malpezzi and Maclennan (2001), Monk, Pearce and Whitehead (1996) and Phang, Kim and Wachter (2009).



Don’t just shift that supply curve!
Flatten it!





Today’s presentation

• A few preliminaries
• Myths and realities of housing markets and their affordability
• Policy directions
• Research agenda
• Readings and resources



Why “myths” and “realities?”
• It’s hard to address a complex, important, real world problem, and get everything 

right.  
• “Myths” arise.
• Even evidence-based “realities” have important exceptions, some 

qualifications.
• It’s hard to address a complex, important, real world problem, and get everything

wrong.
• The “myths” often contain some grain of truth!

• “Advocates predict outcomes and argue simple causes and effects.  Scientists 
qualify statements with the assumptions of the studies that generated them, and 
include the probability of a mistake.”

• Gregory  Schildwachter, University of Tennessee
• Are we “scientists?”  Maybe.  Sometimes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I've been using the myths and realities trope for decades. Of course it's long-established, in many contexts, as in Eliade (1963) and the classic urban reference by Greer (1962). And still in use, see for example McChrystal, Eggers and Mangone (2018) and Smil (2010).



Myth: Housing “Affordability” can be readily measured by some 
threshold rent-to-income or price-to-income ratio

• Studies across a wide range of countries find that within markets the 
income elasticity of demand is positive but less than one, that is 
housing is a necessity.

• This means the rent to income ratios and the like will systematically be 
higher for low income households because of basic preferences.

• Also such metrics are based on averages or medians; within market 
variance matters too.

• Nevertheless, simple measures can be useful diagnostics!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next will examine several slides, cite some research, and make an appeal to everyday experience to buttress the claim that a single ratio won't work. Then just to stay on our toes, will claim that despite the shortcomings of such simple thresholds sometimes they can provide useful information.



Housing Expenditure: Rent-to-Income Ratios, by 
Income Decile (Renters)
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Presentation Notes
Exhibit 4, taken from Green and Malpezzi (2003), uses American Housing Survey data to illustrate how housing’s budget share actually changes with income within the United States. To prepare Exhibit 3 Green and Malpezzi began with about 60,000 individual survey households, renters and owners. We sorted that data into 10 income deciles, where decile 1 is the lowest income group, and decile 10 is the highest.  We then focused on renters, and calculated the rent-to-income ratio for about 20,000 individual survey households.  Within each income decile, we then calculated the median of the individual rent-to-income ratios. The thick red line in the middle presents the median rent-to-income within each of the 10 deciles. The blue lines above and below the median line are similar calculation for the first and third quartiles of rent-to-income within each group.The pattern is strong and obvious. Budget shares fall as incomes rise, consistent with what economists call inelastic demand; in plain English, housing, like food, is a necessity. Further, the variance within deciles falls dramatically as income rises. This general pattern holds up even if we control for other household characteristics. Homeowner demand, not shown, is similarly inelastic.   Malpezzi and Wachter (2012) review some of the large academic literature that repeatedly confirms the patterns in Exhibit 4.Many other studies using data for earlier and later years, and from other survey sources, confirm the qualitative pattern we see in Exhibit 4.  When software availability is resolved, we will update Exhibit 4 using more recent American Housing Survey data. Other analyses and data discussed below tell us the updated picture will look qualitatively similar, in the sense that the rent-to-income ratio will fall as income increases, and the variance in the rent-to-income ratios within income decile groups will be much more variable for the lowest deciles. But we also know from other evidence such as Schwartz et al. (2016) that the entire set of curves in Exhibit 4 will shift up when we update the Exhibit, as these rent-to-income ratios have trended up for all income categories in recent years, particularly for the lower income groups.The key result for our purposes is that the constant rent-to-income ratio threshold used in most affordability calculations runs counter to the empirical evidence of how households actually spend their money.  If we adopt the willingness-to-pay or ability-to-pay perspectives, we’d have this threshold rising as incomes fall.  Making such a change is unrealistic, however, partly because it’s complicated, and partly because it would be politically untenable.  We will later use the standard affordability thresholds, but aware that as long as we use such a simple approach, “unaffordability will always be with us.”



Malpezzi and Mayo, Housing Demand in Developing Countries.  World Bank, 1985.
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Presentation Notes
These patterns of owner and renter housing consumption we saw in the previous slide can be found in most other countries; Whitehead (1999) provides a review. For example, in the Malpezzi and Mayo (1987) study of 14 cities in developing countries, for both tenure groups the cross-section elasticity is less than 1, and the long-run time series elasticity is about one, although the level of owner consumption is higher.Income and price elasticities of demand within cross sections were remarkably similar to those found in developed countries.  Cross-market elasticities were generally in the range of .5 to .8 for owners and renters.  Tackling issues like price specification and permanent income as well as the simultaneity between demand and tenure choice tended to push elasticities up to the higher end of this range but they generally remained less than one in absolute value;  Lee and Trost (1978) is the classic reference on this question. While within-market elasticities were broadly similar across markets, Malpezzi and Mayo (1987) noticed that the intercept terms were quite different.  Estimating cross-country models using (e.g.) the median rent-to-income ratio within markets, Malpezzi and Mayo found elasticities of one or a little higher; Figure 2 illustrates.  Over the very long run, as cities develop, elasticities will tend to be higher than within cross section.  That is to say that housing markets take significant time to adjust, and single cross sections do not reveal truly long run behavior.   We have a lot more to learn about these cross-country patterns; but it seems clear that within a market, housing is a “necessity,” i.e. a good with an income elasticity of demand less than one.
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Contract Rent Gross RentSource: Joint Housing Center

Census years 1980, 1990, and 2000:  
Median Gross Rent/Median Renter Income is remarkably similar, at 26%
In 2010, ratio of the two medians is 31%
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Presentation Notes
Let’s circle back – while we argue for more household and firm level micro research on housing markets, aggregates can still tell us something important.For example, using the aggregate rent-to-income ratios I’ve just maligned, it’s clear that something important has been happening in the last decade or two.



Reality: Threshold ratios can be useful diagnostics, 
but are far from sufficient statistics
• Simplistic and arbitrary measures have their uses and are widely used; 

in some sense unavoidable.
• Recognizing their shortcomings, these arbitrary measures to other 

uses. Malpezzi (2016) argues for using 50% for US low income 
households is the threshold; even this high ratio signals serious 
problems in many US markets.

• But these simple fixed ratios are not transportable. Cross-country 
demand research including Malpezzi and Mayo (1987) show that while 
income elasticities are similar across markets, average budget shares 
are not. In countries like Ghana or India thresholds well below 50%, 
well below 30% could be called for.

• Choosing the best thresholds, the cleanest shirt in the dirty laundry, 
requires micro data and careful analysis to supplement simple 
diagnostics.



Myth: Medians (or averages, regression coefficients, index 
numbers) tell us what we need to know about affordability

• Remember that regression coefficients are just conditional averages.
• All these methods summarize information in a useful way.  But at the 

cost of obscuring other information, often important for studying 
“affordability.”

• “Second moments” – measures of dispersion – around those averages 
are especially important for our purposes.



https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2015/06/09/are-we-measuring-housing-affordability-correctly/ (Peter Nunns) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2015/06/09/are-we-measuring-housing-affordability-correctly/Are we measuring housing affordability correctly?  Peter Nunns | June 9, 2015  Greater Aukland (blog)I would offer a friendly amendment to Peter Nunns: the supply of affordable/small units can (and usually does) come from the existing stock.Nuns drew a nicer graph that I have so use it here and direct you to the source. The figure is very stylized, extremely so, to make the point and obvious one. When our focus on amine (arithmetic average) price or rent, or median (midpoint the data), that tells us something about the market, but far from everything.As the slide says directly, CA (which I'll call the blue distribution) as a lower average house price but a very narrow distribution of prices around this mean. City B (which I call the pink city) distribution) is a higher average price but a much wider variation in types of houses and costs of same. That is is a much wider range of houses on offer in the pink distribution. There are houses on offer at 200 and $300,000 in this stylized distribution; while small in number as drawn, it's more than the number of houses in this price range offered in the blue city. In the blue city if you want something under $350,000 your out of luck.Of course the worst of all possible worlds could be a narrow distribution at a very high price – a blue distribution shifted to the right.Side note: in the real world, the distribution of rents and values usually truncated on the left, and skewed more to the right, compared to the nicely symmetric distribution that Dr. Nunn shows here. In such a market, the average or mean rent or value will be greater, sometimes substantially greater, than the median. In the nicely symmetric normal distributions we studied in our first statistics class, and more or less represented above, the mean and the median were the same number. None of this departure from normality negates the point we've made with this slide call: cities with a wider distribution of housing product on offer are more affordable, everything else equal.

https://www.greaterauckland.org.nz/2015/06/09/are-we-measuring-housing-affordability-correctly/


Reality: Cities need a wide mix of housing, at 
top, bottom and middle of the market.  
• Sometimes there’s a missing middle, or a missing bottom of the 

market.  
• If so , why?

• The market is often tilted against low income consumers.
• More on this below.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do we get a city with a "pink distribution" (a wide range of housing choices, rents and prices) instead of a “blue distribution?” That will be a question to address below.



Reality: market wide approaches are required. 

• Sometimes it’s important to focus on a particular market segment if 
there is a missing middle of the market or market is not print for low 
income households. It also follows that the market has to produce at 
the high-end to. 

• There are numerous examples of markets not so producing in which 
low income production programs are taken over by higher income but 
the house households. See for example the case of Nairobi’s public 
housing in the 1980s.



Myth: “Affordability” problems are entirely about 
rents and/or housing values
• Rents and house values (asset prices) are our starting points.
• But adopting ratio measures for the moment, rent-to-income, price-

to-income ratios and the like are formed from two numbers.
• Only one of those numbers is primarily about the housing market.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Affordability in any meaningful sense has to take account of incomes, as well as rents and prices. Related issues of concern can be extended further, to examine the role of wealth, demographics, and various special categories of housing consumers.  These might include housing targeted for seniors, the disabled, refugees, students, military and veterans, particular elements of the workforce including teachers and public safety workers, nursing and hospice care, housing for the incarcerated as well as the recently released, shelter from domestic violence and other forms of supportive housing.   See, for example, Newman (2001), Fakhoury et al. (2002), Phillips (2006), OECD (2015).Homelessness is another category which is broader than it first appears, as research demonstrates the homeless are by no means a homogenous population. These are important issues that we will not be able to address in the current presentation.  See, for example, Busch-Beertsema et al. (2010), Ellen and O’Flaherty (2010) and Plouin (2019).
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https://www.economicshelp.org/blog/6994/economics/uk-wage-growth/After tax and benefits.UK real disposable income per capita has flattened in the past decade and a half, after at least 25 years of growth.This is an average – what’s happened within the income distribution?  What about other countries?
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The starting point for examining incomes across countries is often GDP per capita – here, in dollars, adjusted for inflation, using market exchange rates.Growth in UK GDP per capita has been very broadly similar to the U.S. experience over the postwar period; some emerging markets have grown much faster.(There are roughly 200 countries, and we could present other data that showed many other patterns, including long periods of decline instead of growth).However, while GDP underlies incomes, how an economy’s output is shared between labor and capital, and the effect of taxes and transfer payments on disposable household income can drive wedges between an economy’s overall performance, and the economic situation of households.  As we’ll see in the next few slides.
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Presentation Notes
https://ourworldindata.org/incomes-across-the-distributionRemark: the underlying data are from the Luxembourg Income Study (LIS) Database. These charts are from the website “Our World in Data,” which is a tremendous resource for a wide range of international comparisons of economic and social data.Norway’s rapid rate of growth is perhaps unsurprising; oil production has increased per capita output as well as funded a generous safety net.The U.S., at the other extreme, has stagnated.Again, these are medians.  What’s happened within-countries?
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https://ourworldindata.org/incomes-across-the-distributionThe Gini coefficient is a measure of inequality.  It ranges from 0 to1; 0 indicates complete equality (all households have the same income) and 1 indicates one household has everything, and all other households have nothing.  In large national samples of incomes, these usually range between roughly 0.2 to 0.7.The UK’s GNI rose significantly in the 70s and 80s, from .27 in 1974 to .34 in 1990; overall improvement in the distribution of real disposable income stalled after that.
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Presentation Notes
https://ourworldindata.org/incomes-across-the-distributionIn the U.S., the Gini rose from .31 to .34 in 1990; a little higher but not too different from the UK.  But instead of stagnating, the U.S. Gini kept rising; at almost 0.4 it is one of the highest to be found among richer economies.Even more startling than the overall deterioration in the Gini coefficient is the decline in real disposable U.S. income post 2000 in all but the top few deciles; and these have not grown very fast either, although other studies (Piketty and Saez, for example) have documented broad increases at the very top of the distribution.



Reality: Poverty and stagnant incomes are even 
bigger problems in many cities.
• There is so much to discuss on this topic that we’ll defer.  If we started, 

given time constraints we’d never get back to the housing market.
• But note that improving incomes, reducing poverty, can be the most 

effective approach to improving affordability, especially in the long run.
• See the huge literature, including Deaton, Atkinson, Henderson, Autor, 

Gordon, Kanpur and Sumner, Dabla-Norris et al., Goldin and Katz, 
Quintin, Heckman, Smeeding …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some general methods for attacking low incomes and poverty:Basic safety and security.Education and training, human capital in general.  High quality early interventions (neonatal and strong pre-K) have some of the highest returns; K-12 and higher education, opportunities for continuous training, retooling and “lifelong learning.”  Countries that have equalized opportunities for boys and girls perform best.Supportive macro policy.  Stable growth, low and predictable inflation.Improved delivery of health care.  Especially widely available primary care.Open financial systems, with adequate regulation for safety and soundness.Well designed and maintained infrastructure, investment decisions based on cost-benefit criteria.Good governance, minimal corruption, limited power of vested interests.Encourage R&D (applied in private sector, basic in universities and think tanks)Encourage innovation (the application and spread of R&D)Robust and fair safety net, subsidies for the most vulnerable.



Direct housing costs are only part of the 
full “affordability” puzzle

• Utilities are an important component of shelter costs, whether 
households pay directly, or through their landlord.

• Other recurrent costs, such as property taxes and maintenance need 
to be paid, or passed through in higher rents.

• Transportation costs and housing costs are inextricably linked.  Often, 
moving to a more affordable location means higher transportation 
costs.

• Low-income urban households often don’t own automobiles, 
which places an additional constraint on their location: they need 
to find a unit near public transit.  See Glaeser and Kahn.



“Affordable” is about incomes/purchasing power, as 
well as rents, prices, costs.
• For example, a household’s rent-to-income rises whenever their rent 

increases; or when their incomes fall.
• For example, homeownership is more affordable to a prospective 

household when selling prices are moderate; when mortgage rates are 
low and loans readily available; when they have saved up a significant 
downpayment; when utilities and maintenance costs are reasonable; 
and of course when their incomes increase.

• Homeowners also need a reserve – either savings, or some ability to 
borrow – for major repairs, a new furnace or roof, etc.  If landlords are 
to maintain a property, they also need to recover these costs, in rents.

• Don’t forget property insurance!  And know the details – deductibles; 
are the contents covered?  What about floods, other natural disasters?



Reality: Housing issues include quality/services, location, 
tenure security, operating costs, discrimination, as well as 
top-line rents and values
• Living on a friend’s couch, or 3 to a room, or in a low-rent unit without working 

heat or far from employment, may be “affordable” but not a very desirable 
outcome.

• Historically, early government support of housing was motivated by (1) a desire to 
support the construction industry during the Depression, and (2) very poor-quality 
housing – lack of water supply and sanitation, extreme dilapidation, crowding.  See 
Schwartz (2010) for details.

• But in the past several decades, the vast majority of U.S. housing passes at least 
rudimentary quality tests.  (There are exceptions of course).

• So the big issue now is “affordability,” cost burdens.
• See HUD’s regular reports on Worst Case Housing Needs for elaboration and 

detailed statistics.
• Housing is bound up with other services for special needs populations (frail 

elderly; physically and mentally disabled or challenged).
• Tenure security is a serious issue for low income households (see Desmond).



Myth: “Affordable” housing is mainly about the price and 
composition of new construction
• New construction is generally 1-3% of the total stock in any given year. 

(Nationally, it’s rare to hit near 2 percent in a boom year).
• Studies in NJ, CA, MA find that in cities using supply-side strategies 

like Inclusionary Zoning, 3-7% of new units are labeled “affordable.”
• Even at full bore, 7% of 3% is 0.2% of a city’s housing stock.

• Despite the common focus on public production programs (IZ, Section 
42, public housing…), most affordable housing comes from “filtering.”

• As homes age, they often “filter down” to become affordable 
housing.

• NB filtering can work in both directions (see gentrification).  But 
most filtering is downward.

• Today’s new construction is tomorrow’s existing stock.



Housing construction costs across countries

• Construction costs very much more across countries than within 
countries. 

• Globally, the cheapest housing (beyond pavement dwelling) with 
lumber, plastic and corrugated roof can be constructed for about $25 
per square meter

• Standard-quality US housing costs about $2500 per square meter. 
• Luxury quality housing in the US and other developed countries can 

add zero to that per square meter cost and in some markets you can 
double or even triple that number if you wish. 

• The biggest variation, however, will be in land costs.

• Source: Alain Bertaud, Order Without Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Construction costs very much more across countries than within countries. Alain Bertaud reports that the cheapest housing he’s observed is an informal structure built with lumber, plastic and corrugated roof.  Such a structure can be constructed for about $25 per square meter whereas good-quality US housing construction costs about $2500 per square meter (not including land). Other sources will quickly show you that building luxury quality housing in the US and other developed countries can add zero to that per square meter cost and in some markets you can double or even triple that number if you wish. Of course the biggest variation will be in land costs.lly,



So, where does affordable housing actually come 
from? From the existing stock.  From filtering.
• As units “filter down,” they pass from higher-income households 

(owners or tenants) to lower-income households.
• Units can also “filter up”—that is, pass from poor households to 

those with higher incomes, if a neighborhood is undergoing 
“revitalization” or “gentrification.” 

• There are three different definitions of filtering:
• “Income filtering,” based on changes in the income of 

households living in the unit;
• “Price filtering,” based on changes in price per unit of housing 

services from a unit ; and
• “Quantity filtering,” based on changes in quantity of housing 

services from a unit.



Rosenthal repeat income indexes:
renter filtering

Renters of new housing are, 
on average, the highest 
income renters.  (No 
surprise!)

As units age, filtering occurs 
and average incomes of 
tenants served declines, by 
about 2 percent per year; 
until relative incomes level off 
when units are about 30 years 
old.

Average income of tenants in 30 year 
old units is about 40% of the average 
income of tenants in new units.

Some of the oldest units are high quality “survivors” in good locations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This process works well in much of the U.S.Next version, more on the evidence from other countries.And discuss metro differences (next slide).



Liu, McManus and Yannopoulos show that repeat income 
indexes vary dramatically by metropolitan area 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Filtering estimates using the repeat income model are quite heterogeneous at the MSA level. For example, the top (yellow) line shows that as properties age 66 years in Los Angeles, the real income of the household increases by about 60%, while the bottom (grey) line for Detroit shows a real income decline of about 40% over the same period.”Next version, discuss in more detail.



Strawberry Mansion neighborhood, Philadelphia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/what-you-cant-see-from-a-train-windowDownward filtering in the extreme.  One of many neighborhoods around the world that were once high end, but which have filtered down to the point where some units are below any reasonable quality standard.



Strawberry Mansion neighborhood, upward filtering (a.k.a. gentrification)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Philadelphia, PA, USA - March 9, 2018: New development rises next to existing residential buildings along N. 33rd St. in Strawberry Mansion section of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.https://radio.wpsu.org/post/why-resident-isnt-worried-about-philly-hipsters-moving-her-neighborhoodFiltering works in both directions. Upward filtering is also known as gentrification. See also the discussion of land use succession in older literature by Richard Ratcliff and Richard Andrews.



How to make filtering more effective

• Don’t unduly restrict new construction, even at the high end.
• Today’s new construction is tomorrow’s filtered, “affordable” 

housing.
• High income tenants will not go away; without new construction, 

there will be more “filtering up,” i.e. gentrification of desirable older 
properties.

• Be careful about regulations, taxes etc. that discourage the subdivision 
of existing units, “granny flats,” reasonable numbers of unrelated 
roommates.

• Maintain/improve transportation networks and public schools, 
complementary investments benefiting all but especially low- and 
moderate-income households.

• Undertake applied research on possible “omitted middle” housing stock 
and, if necessary, remedies.

• Mobility, turnover, can increase the effectiveness of filtering.  Don’t 
impede!

http://reudviewpoint.blogspot.com/2017/10/getting-housing-incentives-right.html


Myth: Housing shortages signal that the private sector is 
not performing; government production of housing is the 
best response.
• There’s more than the usual truth in this particular myth.  The key is, 

why isn’t the private sector performing?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem:  There is a perceived shortage of housing.          Common Solution:  Government should build housing.  This is usually the wrong solution.  Housing shortages, when they exist, are the results of fast growth in demand and of impediments to the supply of housing.  Governments do not, in general, respond to demand faster or more efficiently than private markets.  but they can do much to mitigate or remove market imperfections.
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Presentation Notes
Chart from a House of Lords reportWhen the Barker Review was written (early 2000s), the UK government target was for 140,000 new units per annum.



Liang and Malpezzi preliminary results for Minneapolis: building 
in line with model predictions; prices low and stable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liang and Malpezzi (work in progress) are attempting to better integrate market adjustment in prices and quantities.  Many papers have analyzed one or the other, but relatively few papers have examined them together.  Here we present two slides from our first data analysis, which suggests markets with supply constraints (regulation and physical geography) adjust more on the price side to demand shocks, while less constrained markets adjust more with quantities; prices remain relatively stable.  Here’s Minneapolis.  Over time, the number of houses built (permits are a very good proxy) is in line with the predictions from a simple model incorporating supply and demand determinants.  Prices are fairly stable.Minneapolis is regulated, but much less so than, say San Francisco or San Jose (next slide)



Liang and Malpezzi preliminary results for San Jose: building less 
than the model predicts; prices booming and busting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
San Jose (location of Silicon Valley) is a hard place to build.  Natural constraints, but also very strict zoning and other development regulations.San Jose builds much less than model predictions; prices are high and variable, with boom and bust.



Structural problems prevent most governments 
from becoming good developers (I)
• Public developers are not subject to market discipline. 

• Private developers will find the best locations and designs through 
a process of trial and error and market processes. (Including going 
out of business when they make repeated mistakes).

• Public housing agencies don’t go out of business or lose control of 
their projects when they make mistakes which are inevitable in 
anything as complex as housing development. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is not that government officials are necessarily less intelligent or badly motivated comparing the private sector. Rather it’s that structural problems stack the deck against the public sector is a housing producer. The first is that public sector developers are not subject to market discipline. Markets with a sufficient number of private developers will find the best locations and designs through a process of trial and error and market processes. Public housing agencies don’t go out of business or lose control of their projects when they make mistakes which are inevitable in anything as complexes housing development. 



Structural problems prevent most governments from 
becoming good developers (II)
• Public agents often face perverse incentives. 

• The stylized public  developer is given a fixed budget and 
constrained to build more or less to a certain design.  Then they are 
evaluated (formally or informally through the media and the 
political process) on how many housing units they produce. 

• Private developers like to scale up wherever they can, but their real 
incentive is to maximize  profits, that is revenue minus the costs. 

• Since the public developers’ “revenue” (received budget) is fixed, 
they very rationally look to maximize production (number of units) 
by minimizing costs. Given a more-or-less fixed construction cost, 
the way to maximize the number of units is to build on the 
cheapest land. Hence the endemic problem of public housing 
projects located far from jobs schools retail and other services and 
amenities. 

• Politics makes it difficult to correct these perverse incentives.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Furthermore public agents face different and generally perverse incentives. The stylized public  developer is given a fixed budget and constrained to build more or less to a certain design.  Then they are evaluated (formally or informally through the media and the political process) on how many housing units they produce. Private developers like to scale up wherever they can, but their real incentive is to maximize  profits, that is revenue minus the costs. Since the public developers’ “revenue” (received budget) is fixed, they very rationally look to maximize production (number of units) by minimizing costs. Given a more-or-less fixed construction cost, the way to maximize the number of units is to build on the cheapest land. Hence the endemic problem of public housing projects located far from jobs schools retail and other services and amenities. Politics makes it difficult to correct these perverse incentives.



Public housing project in the outskirts of Ahmedabad

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite poor housing conditions in “slums,” this public housing project is empty.Why?  See the previous slide.  To maximize units built for a given budget, the project was built where land was cheap.And where there were no nearby jobs or other necessities for potential residents; and no working transportation system.



RDP Housing, Johannesburg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reconstruction_and_Development_Programme



Old-style U.S. public housing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Robert Taylor Homes and Stateway GardensCompleted 1962Demolished 1998 to 2007



Chicago public housing – who thought it was a great idea to have the 
corridors outside the units, in that climate?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ABLA Homes Chicago(Jane Addams Homes, Robert Brooks Homes, Loomis Courts and Grace Abbott Homes, all on one site)



Part of Pruitt-Igoe during demolition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pruitt Igoe



Ida Wells public housing, Chicago: 1987, before renovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ida Wells 1987



Ida Wells public housing, Chicago: 1994, after renovation

Presenter
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Ida Wells 1994



Swedish public housing
After renovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rinkeby (near Stockholm).Renovated apartments in 2009; originally built circa 1970 in Sweden’s Miljonprogrammethttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Million_Programme



Cairo public housing, mid 1980s



East German public housing shortly 
after reunification



The other end of the public housing spectrum…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pinnacle at Duxton, Singapore’s public housing unit in the late Prime Minister/Minister Mentor Lee Kuan Yew’s former constituency.http://www.businessinsider.com/pinnacle-at-duxton-public-housing-in-singapore-2013-3#and-theres-a-jungle-gym-for-kids-to-play-on-24Most units are about 100 sq m, 3 BR.Singapore is often cited as a case of “successful” government production programs.In relative terms, yes. Singapore is a city state with 6 million a population of 6 million and a per capita income of $100,000. It’s transfer ability to most other countries is questionable at best. And we have plenty of other examples of public housing programs that did not work nearly so well.Even Singapore system will face strains from demographic shifts.



Singapore: Three population pyramids

https://www.populationpyramid.net/singapore/2050/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Singapore’s public housing program is much discussed, and often admired.It’s funded by the national Provident Fund; participation is required.When I first started studying housing markets, many younger workers were paying into the Provident Fund.More recently, the demographic transition experienced by Singapore (and many other countries) raises important questions about financing the program in the future.

https://www.populationpyramid.net/singapore/2050/


New Social Housing Project, Vienna

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.centerforarchitecture.org/exhibitions/social-housing-new-european-projects/Wohnprojekt Wien, Austria, by Einszueins.  Photo by Hertha Hurnaus



Recent Workers’ Housing Project, France

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Les Lilas Young Workers Housing & Creshe in France by Chartier Dalix Architects and Avenier & Cornejo Architects.  Photo: David Foessel https://www.centerforarchitecture.org/exhibitions/social-housing-new-european-projects/



Reality: wholesale moves from supply-side programs 
(public housing, council housing) to demand-side 
programs

• Countries around the world have been moving away from the public 
housing model and supply side programs in general to demand-side 
subsidies variously known as housing allowances, vouchers, 
warehousing benefit.

• The movement is perhaps more a tendency than an absolute shift.
• Remark: demand-side programs work best when supply is elastic.  If 

inelastic, the transfer is less efficient.
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Exhibit 4 highlights the growth of public housing over the 50s and 60s, topping out at fewer than 1.5 million units in the late 1980s; it has since declined to just over a million.  Other project based programs, including but not limited to Section 8 New Construction and Substantial Rehabilitation, grew rapidly in the 1970s as public housing production ground to a halt; these projects also stopped coming online in the 1990s.  After TRA 86, the Section 42 Low Income Housing Tax Credit Program began to grow rapidly, as it became the major source of new low-income supply side subsidies.  On the demand side, Section 8 Existing/Housing Choice Vouchers started in the mid-70s, as noted above; the number of vouchers on offer, somewhat over 2 million, has been largely unchanged over the past decade.
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Source:  del Pero, Adema, Ferraro and Frey  (OECD, 2016)



Characteristics of housing allowances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source:  del Pero, Adema, Ferraro and Frey  (OECD, 2016)
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https://www.economicshelp.org/blog/5709/housing/market/



As British housing prices have risen, so have public expenditures on housing benefit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demand side subsidies require careful design and attention.Despite the flattening of claimants in recent years, the cost of housing benefit has climbed as underlying housing costs rise.



Myth: the private sector can’t reach the bottom of 
the market.
• Many casual observers believe that affordable housing isn’t and can’t be produced 

by market forces. 
• Policy advocates sometimes reinforce these views, wittingly or unwittingly.

• EG Habitat’s recent New Urban Agenda discusses housing at some length 
without ever using the word “market.”

• But the private sector reaches the “bottom of the market” in other goods and 
services; see Prahalad and elaboration by others.

• Who makes more money – Hélène Darroze, Alain Ducasse, or… McDonalds?
• Why is housing different?
• Hannah, Bertaud Malpezzi and Mayo, Getting the Incentives Right, argues that 

the playing field in housing is often tilted away from low income consumers by 
the unintended consequences of government interventions.
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Presentation Notes
Summarize the BOP argumentFollow the market:  there are 4 billion people below $1500 per capita GDP.(Data presented are fuzzy, but qualitatively correct).Market opportunities exist, but you have to adapt.  Examples:Single-serve packages of shampoo (Hindustan Lever)The “Jaipur foot”Affordable housing (e.g. Cemex)Wider retail (e.g. Casas Bahia)Reducing corruption, improving governance helps.
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Not exactly accurate, or up to date… but you get the idea.Prahalad is trying to shake up the business world and make them think more about the large markets many firms were ignoring.(Until his recent death he was a famous strategy professor at Michigan.  I have a separate lecture discussing Prahalad’s pros and cons, but this central insight is worth thinking about).



Is there a missing middle in this housing market?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some markets have “missing bottoms” (or at least constricted ones).Some markets have “missing middles.”  There’s high end, and “slums” – and not enough in between.Symbolized by this iconic photo, often reprinted, by São Paulo's Luiz Arthur Leitão Vieira.Sao Paulo’s Morumbi district, with posh apartments on the right (note the swimming pools on the balconies), and the Paraisopolis favela on the left.Mistakes can be made – I used to attribute this (apparently incorrectly) to another source.  My bad.See: https://www.tucavieira.com.br/A-foto-da-favela-de-ParaisopolisAnd also: https://textosdoberg.wordpress.com/2018/03/03/o-cara-que-fez-aquela-foto/



Rust et al. Africa survey: price of the cheapest new developer-built house, 
2015 and 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://unassumingeconomist.com/page/2/Kecia Rust and colleagues studied housing markets in a wide range of Sub-Saharan African countries.



Reality: the private sector can usually move much 
further down-market if we deal with constraints
• Developers – public as well as private – are often hamstrung by supply-

side constraints.
• Some of these are natural: physical geography, climate.  Can be 

mitigated (e.g. central heating, later air conditioning opened up 
new regions for human  development), but in the short run are 
taken as given.

• Others are man-made, e.g. land use and development regulations, 
financial policies.  These can be modified, to ensure these 
interventions return concomitant benefits to society.



Myth: affordable housing is no problem; the magic 
of the private market will provide. 
• Nothing to see here? Government merely needs to get out of the 

way?
• See Block, Friedman and Stigler, Husock, Solwell.

• Sorry, but externalities, asymmetric information, other market failures 
abound in housing markets.

• To reiterate, the existence of market failure is necessary but not 
sufficient for government interventions.  Appropriate mechanism 
design needed!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Markets matter, but there are those to take an ideological laissez-faire ideology.Friedman and Stigler have taught us a lot, but nobody’s perfect.



Reality: even with a favorable supply environment and 
great developers, governments have important roles in 
housing markets

• Defining and enforcing property rights, “rules of the road”
• Appropriate land use and development regulations, etc.
• Infrastructure
• Safety and soundness of the financial system, equitable access

• For development and construction as well as end-user finance for 
landlords as well as homeowners

• On-budget, well-targeted subsidies to those requiring a safety net



Myth: density is an important goal in and of itself.
• “The recovery of sprawl to vibrant places is literally our generation’s greatest 

challenge.”  Architect Steve Mouzon http://www.originalgreen.org/blog/
• Really?

• Density matters.  But Bertaud and others argue cogently that density is an 
outcome and a diagnostic, but not a policy goal per se.

• Compact cities, per se, are not the goal.  There’s no single optimal density, 
especially once you understand the Alonso-Muth-Mills models and their 
derivatives.

• See the debate:
• Newman and Kenworthy, Ewing, Litman argue that denser cities are important 

goals per se.
• Bertaud, Gordon and Richardson, Yezer, Bertaud and Malpezzi, Mills argue that 

densities are informative but not the policy goal.
• Let’s examine London and Paris densities for example.

http://www.originalgreen.org/blog/


Kowloon Walled City, Hong Kong (demolished 1992)  
33,000 people, 2.6 hectares (12,700 pph)

http://99percentinvisible.org/episode/episode-66-kowloon-walled-city/

http://99percentinvisible.org/episode/episode-66-kowloon-walled-city/
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http://alainbertaud.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/AB_Average_densities.pdfSee above PDF for details of data, construction, or see Bertaud’s “Order Without Design,” or Bertaud and Malpezzi.



Giants in the study of intra-urban 
location

Johann-Heinrich von Thünen
Richard F. Muth

Edwin S. Mills
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The standard urban model starts with a monocentric city.But growing cities become polycentric.The monocentric model contains the seeds of its own destruction.Still, the simple monocentric model is our workhorse…As a starting point.  All polycentric models are extensions of monocentric models.As a benchmark.



An Old Friend:  The Bid Rent Model
With Many Activities

Rent

Distance

Envelope of Many Individual Bid Rent Functions

Remark:  a curve like this is often well fit
by a negative exponential function.



Population density will have the same shape as 
the city’s bid rent curve in a market-driven city

Density

Distance

Stylized density pattern of a market-driven city

The bid rent and the density curve
will not be identical, but the density
curve will also drop off rapidly from
the center, and fall at a decreasing rate as 
distance increases.

Since land rent is higher near the center of the
city, we will build more densely where
land is most scarce.  So density will also follow
a negative exponential curve.
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Much (though certainly not all) of the concern about the negative externalities associated with housing development is associated with London and the southeast of Britain.  Chief among these is congestion and other externalities associated with density (Miles 2000).  However, comparisons using data collected by Alain Bertaud suggest that, while London is very dense compared to U.S. cities, and compared to small cities, London is not very dense relative to other large European cities.  Figure 4 illustrates with data from London and Paris.[6]  Density is not just about planning rules like floor area ratios, though those do matter.  There is also a path-dependence related to infrastructure that must be recognized.  But recognizing that London’s density is not high for such a large metropolis suggests that there might be further changes in infrastructure and redevelopment policy that may be as important as more greenfield development.  Density is not a target or decision variable itself, but rather a diagnostic outcome. I do not argue that the planner’s job is to hit a specific density target, or to make London look more like Paris; but rather to ask the questions, why such a difference, and what are the consequences?Build more, but even if the greenbelt policy is reformed, do not focus solely on greenfield development.  Redevelopment, infill, and improved use of the existing stock of housing will surely make important contributions to London and the Southeast, and other rapidly growing areas like West Yorkshire, and Leicester, but will probably matter even more in slow growth cities like Glasgow, Liverpool and Reading.
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Reality: density is an important indicator; but 
not a policy goal
• And as diagnostics, simple city averages are useful but incomplete



Myth: we can design our way out of all our housing 
problems
• Related myth: “modern” construction techniques are a silver bullet.  

(McKinsey)
• Bertaud: “Design complements markets in shaping cities.”  (Emphasis 

added).





WORKING DRAFT
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Presentation Notes
Photo of recent Angolan housing, McKinsey Global Institute, “A Blueprint for Addressing the Global Affordable Housing Challenge.”We should all live in terror of the day when somebody takes our policy advice.”In our forthcoming work, we will critically review a range of studies providing policy advice (old and new).  Why the focus on the MGI study today?It’s a recent, high profile, product, likely to have significant influence in some quarters.Best of all, it contains some interesting analyses and solid recommendations.Some things McKinsey gets rightStarting point is usually land. Also, often one of the toughest.Don’t neglect rental housing.Development requires construction finance as well as take-out mortgages.“Bottom of the Pyramid” represents opportunity as well as problems.Box E2 contains a lot of good points.Housing from the existing stock is often neglected.Housing ladder: market wide approaches best.Public developers often face the wrong incentives.Cost minimization is not the same as profit maximization.Everyone needs to think about revenue minus costs.  If it makes you nervous to talk about profit (a) get over it; and (b) call it “surplus” while you’re getting over it.Some things McKinsey gets wrong:�“sins of commission”Strong tendency to OSFA.“Affordability” defined by 30% of income (or any fixed ratio).Ignores demand research.Perpetuates the multiplier myth.Housing’s multiplier is not “special,” and all multipliers are highly cyclical.Economy of scale fetish.If housing development scale is small, why, and so what?  Where’s the market failure?Confuses re-allocation of risk with the reduction (or elimination!!) of risk.“Speculation: threat or menace?”Neither.  Don’t confuse symptoms with causes.  And remember, options have value.Some things McKinsey gets wrong:�“sins of omission”Somebody’s been visiting new town developments in China.  Ignores how the development process works in many markets and submarkets.Lip service to market wide approach and the housing ladder, but no discussion of the range of product and how it maps to consumers.No clear discussion of rationales for the interventions they suggest.  What are the social objectives, where are the market failures?In finance, focus on the secondary market neglects questions in the primary market.  Lots of “blocking and tackling” needed, e.g. basic mortgage design, origination, underwriting.More on the linkages between housing and macroeconomy, other markets?Discussion of subsidies neglects sources of funds, basic evaluation of alternatives.  Production efficiency, consumer efficiency, administrative approaches, targeting, market effects ignored. And it also contains some superficial analyses, and questionable recommendations.Let’s discuss some of each, as “teachable moments.”
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Source: Alain Bertaud



Marie-Agnes Bertaud: A prize-winning design for Yemeni 
housing, respecting local culture and conditions
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M.A. Bertaud Besse Residence, Sana’a, Yemen (1973)Photo by Reha GunaRecipient of the Aga Khan Award for Architecturehttp://luciensteil.tripod.com/katarxis02-1/id43.html



A well-maintained swish house (rammed earth), Kumasi, Ghana
(Technically illegal under Ghanaian planning regulations,
Derived from Britain’s Town and Country Planning Act.)

Presenter
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Asante traditional building (Luke & Kate Bosman/Flickr, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)https://sites.google.com/site/maizudin/home/asante-traditional-buildings



Swish house, Kumasi, less well maintained, subject to erosion.
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https://www.dandc.eu/en/article/aggravating-housing-crisis-erosion-threatening-ghanas-traditional-mud-housesCrumbling structures08/05/2013 – by Benjamin D. Ofori, Jesse S. Ayivor“Traditional architecture is part of a nation's heritage. An example are Ghana's old mud houses, some of which give shelter to entire extended families. Many buildings are, however, affected by erosion and poorly maintained. Policymakers should pay attention.”“Mud houses have a long tradition in West Africa. Among the best-known are the Dogon villages in Mali, built of a mixture of earth and straw. Some of them are more than thousand years old and protected by UNESCO as a World Heritage. The Great Mosque of Djenné in Mali is the largest mud building in the world. Countries as far apart as Cameroon, with the high Musgum houses made of sun-dried mud, and Sierra Leone, with Limba villages constructed with bamboo and mud, are examples of West Africa’s rich architectonic heritage.”



Reality: design can contribute yes but land is 
often a much bigger problem. 
• Local designs are usually well adapted to conditions. 

• See Bertaud; and Tipple.



Myth: countries can successfully address or housing 
problems by lowering mortgage costs and increasing 
flows of funds
• Well, yes, not a myth, up to a point.
• But some countries overdo it.  They create special circuits that impose 

implicit taxes on the financial system to subsidize mortgages, usually 
for upper-income households.

• For experience in a wide range of countries, see papers by Bertaud, 
Buckley among others.

• Latest iteration: Britain’s Help to Buy?
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Bertrand Renaud put it best:  "Cities are built the way they are financed".  Housing is the largest asset owned by many households.  Housing is always financed, in the sense that virtually all owners of housing capital must pay for their units over several periods.  Even households which own their units "free and clear" finance the unit in the sense that holding such a large asset has a financial opportunity cost.But in most countries only a small share of this potential finance, roughly equal to the value of the underlying assets, is in the form of mortgages or other formal sector finance.  Renaud (2010) show that in both developing and developed countries formal sector finance is only a small part of the total. The viability of housing finance institutions has often been jeopardized by governments which, in wanting to make housing more "affordable," have sought to keep down interest rates.  Particularly during the 1970s, when inflation was rapid in most developing countries, many housing finance institutions lent at negative real rates of interest, which often led to considerable decapitalization by the early 1980s.In the past, housing finance in many countries evoked the 30 year fixed rate mortgage, and specialized depository institutions like U.S. savings and loans, UK building societies, and Japanese jusen.  However for quite some time mortgage instruments have been shifting to designs that share inflation risk, e.g. adjustable rate mortgages in the U.S., rollover mortgages in Canada, etc.  Of course instrument design has been well discussed elsewhere (Bernstein, Lea and Renaud, 1997).A number of sources have distinguished between housing finance systems based on deposits (buildings societies, savings and loans, banks) and those based on capital markets.   Renaud (1997) describes these in the context of emerging markets.  The clear trend is to use capital markets as sources of funds for real estate finance.  Of course depository institutions still play a role in many financial systems, but in general their role as sources of funds for mortgages has  been reduced in a range of markets.  Second, in the stylized modern housing finance system, and very germane to the present study, social housing funds, i.e. lending focused on low income households and at subsidized rates, has generally been separated out from the rest of the housing finance system.  The trend has been away from implicit taxes on the financial system and mixing market and subsidized finance, to a cleaner system where subsidies are on budget and separable (Renaud 1997; Diamond and Lea 1992).
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Renaud makes the point that just as housing requires finance, given housing’s size and natural role as collateral, developing a well-functioning housing finance system is an integral part of overall financial development.  We already noted that mortgage markets finance a large, widely held asset class.  Housing is typically around half a country’s tangible capital stock (Ibbotson Siegel and Love), so we can infer that mortgage markets are also large.  How large?  Exhibit 1 presents some basic data gleaned from HOFINET, the online global database on housing finance and related topics, run by Penn’s Marja Hoek-Smit.Both axes are presented in logarithmic scale, which permits a clearer look at the relationship across the entire range of countries.It’s unsurprising that this measure of mortgage market depth increases with per capita output.  Richer countries tend to have more developed financial markets in general, and mortgage markets are of course an important segment of those financial markets.A little over half (56 percent) of the variation in mortgage depth can be explained by GDP per capita alone, which is a strong correlation by standards of such cross country data explorations. But then almost half is not explained. Among richer countries, Switzerland (CHE), Australia (AUS), the Netherlands (NLD), Sweden (SWE), New Zealand (NZA) and Canada (CAN) all have mortgage depth (n.b. a stock) about equal in size to about a year’s GDP (n.b. a flow). Among other rich countries, mortgage depth in Ireland (IRL) is well below where GDP per capita alone would predict; the same is true in several high GDP (but less developed by other measures) oil producers such as Saudi Arabia (SAU), Bahrain (BHR), and the United Arab Emirates (UAE).  These latter have mortgage markets equal in size to 10 to 20 percent of GDP.Across a wide range of low- and middle-income countries, some that have deeper mortgage markets than we might expect include Malaysia (MYS), Cape Verde (CPV), Vanuatu (VUT), Kenya (KEN) and Nepal (NPL).  At the other extreme Pakistan (PAK), Nigeria (NGA), Egypt (EGY) and Argentina (ARG) have housing finance systems in nascent form but very small relative to the size of their economy, on the order of 2 to 3 percent of GDP. The U.S. is right about where our level of development would put it, sized at about 63 percent as of 2015.



Reality: financial engineering certainly has a role to play 
but can be completely ineffective when supply the real 
side is inelastic

• Christian Hilber recently demonstrated this for the Help to Buy 
program in Britain. 

• Classic case of layering subsidized finance on an inelastic housing 
market.

• Exception to its ineffectiveness: Help to Buy has increased returns 
to developers, but without much in return. 

• The United kingdom government has recently renewed this 
program.



Myth: bulldozing “slums” and replacing them with 
modern new construction is an effective way to address 
housing problems.

• Slum clearance is still a hot issue in (mainly low-income) countries,  
e.g. Zimbabwe, India, China

• But it has a long and sad history in Britain and the U.S., among other 
countries

• Better to improve “slums” than to bulldoze them
• BTW, the term “slum” generates more heat than light.

• “Informal housing” is better?  More on this another day.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem:  The quality of housing is poor.          Common Solution:  Clear the squatter areas.  For many reasons this can be the wrong solution.  When people are moved off land, they go somewhere else.  Slum housing represents a large part of the poor's capital is not a good prescription for development.  And informal housing is sometimes of surprisingly high quality.  Policies can be adopted that improve conditions more cheaply and for more people than clearance programs, even when such programs include new public construction.



Harare slum clearance



Presenter
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Unlike “slum clearance,” “slum upgrading” – here, “shack upgrading” – has had more success.



A classic upgrading story: Indonesia’s Kampung 
Improvement Program
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Drainage canal and footpath before KIP
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Presentation Notes
Need to find references for these photos, add discussion…



Drainage canal and footpath, after KIP
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Toilets before KIP
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Toilets after KIP
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Water supply before KIP
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Water supply after KIP
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Reality: slum clearance success?  Show me.

• But slum upgrading programs have proven successful in a range of 
countries.



Myth: Stricter building codes, zoning, etc. 
unambiguously improve housing quality and 
household welfare



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One view of government’s role, broadly speaking.(From Bangalore)
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A spirited pushback against government regulation – here, somebody who doesn’t agree with his neighbors’ complaints about the state of his property.
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U.S. real estate regulation, especially fire codes, received more attention after the tragic Triangle Shirtwaist Fire.See McEvoy (1995).



Ranar Plaza garment factory collapse, Dhaka, 2013
1,124 dead, 2,500 injured

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another horrific tragedy related to unenforced codes related to basic safety and soundness.Built as an office building; three stories added in violation of building permit.Poor soils (filled-in pond) compromised structural integritySubstandard building materials were not up to codeWeight and vibration of machinery created cracks, led to structural failurehttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukcRfrEIYQo



A terrible, if instructive, tragedy in 
Oakland

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-ca-ghost-ship-fire-anniversary-housing-201711202-story.htmlThe December 2016 tragedy of the so-called “Ghost Ship” warehouse fire in Oakland that took 36 lives is only the latest reminder of an extraordinary irony. Excessively stringent land use and development regulations drive up rents and other housing costs in Oakland as in other cities; and are rigorously enforced, largely because NIMBY forces continually pressure local governments to do so. At the same time, regulations affecting basic public safety which may have a more favorable benefit cost ratio, if we may be momentarily abstract about 36 lost lives – are less well enforced, while the cost of land use and development regulations paradoxically contribute to the pressure for users to violate public safety regulations and for officials to be lax in enforcing these rules, which have less effective support from NIMBYs or others.
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Grenfell fire, 20107, 71 deaths.https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/3799392/grenfell-tower-fire-victims-death-toll-london-2017/http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-40301289Sadly, this is not the only example of fires exacerbated by the wrong façade cladding, see Bonner and Rein (2018).



Examples of real estate regulations
• Planning
• Zoning
• Growth management/restrictions on building 

permits
• Greenbelts, urban growth boundaries
• Impact fees, property taxes
• Height restrictions, FAR
• Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
• Floodplain management, flood insurance
• Open space requirements
• Drainage, retaining ponds
• Annexation rules
• Traffic management requirements
• Superfund, environmental remediation
• Conservation districts and easements
• Endangered species
• Farmland preservation
• Lead paint, asbestos prohibitions

• Building codes
• Subdivision regulations
• Rent controls, habitability laws, tenure 

security
• Property rights, nuisance laws
• Environmental regulations
• Financial regulations
• Minimum lot sizes
• Maximum lot sizes
• Lot shapes
• Soil, septic requirements
• Sewer connections
• Water supply
• Slope requirements
• Wetland & stream preservation
• Habitability rules
• Age restrictions
• Number of unrelated individuals per unit
• Fire and safety codes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But regulations affecting housing go far beyond basic safety and soundness.Here’s a partial list.
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See my three-part blog entry in regulation in the housing market:Part I: The opportunities of regulatory reformPart II: Housing market regulation costs and benefitsPart III: A closer look at supply-side reform�Broadly, two kinds of empirical studies provide the evidence required for improved policies: (1) detailed cost case studies of the costs and benefits of regulations in individual markets or projects; and (2) comparative studies of the effects of regulatory measures across markets. Given space constraints, today’s post will focus on Type 2, cross-market regulatory comparisons, although will also draw on lessons from case studies as needed.In a blog post our review of research is necessarily very selective.  Many dozens of studies have been carried out in both the case study vein as well as cross-market studies. A detailed literature review isn’t feasible here, but in addition to the short list of references at the end of the post, see also the many references contained within, and especially excellent detailed surveys found in Fischel (2015) and Gyourko and Malloy (2015).To begin, we’ll focus on a regulatory measure from Malpezzi (1996).  That study constructed a regulatory index based on a 1989 survey of hundreds of planning directors in 60 large metropolitan areas by a team from Wharton. Linneman and Summers 1990 and Buist 1991 document the original data collection.  From that survey we first constructed seven subcomponents each on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 representing the least restrictive value of the questionnaire element and 5 the most stringent. These subcomponents measure: (1) the change in approval time (zoning and subdivision) for single family projects between 1983 and 1988; (2) the estimated number of months between application for rezoning and issuance of permit for a residential subdivision less than 50 units; (3) a similar variable, but based on the time for single family subdivision greater than 50 units; (4) a qualitative assessment of how the acreage of land zoned for single family compares to demand; (5) the amount of acreage of land zoned for multifamily compared to demand  for multifamily; (6) the percentage of zoning changes approved;  (7) the adequacy of infrastructure (roads and sewers) compared with demand. Testing arts-and-craftsy statistical methods for combining these elements into an index demonstrated that a simple linear scale was just as good as more complex techniques like principal components.  (Don’t ask.)  We named the linear scale REGTEST.  The lowest possible score is 7 and the highest 35.  Chicago had the lowest actual value of REGTEST, 13, while San Francisco and Honolulu had values of 29.Exhibit 1 presents a simple two-way plot of the metropolitan areas of home values by the REGTEST index. Specifically, the vertical axis measures median house value from the 2010 Census, adjusted using the GDP deflator to $2017. The horizontal axis is the linear index REGTEST. Each metropolitan area or division is represented by a short mnemonic code. Four observations represent our region and are highlighted in red: the New York, Philadelphia and Hartford metropolitan areas, and the Newark metropolitan division.Note that, as promised, the metropolitan-level analysis gives us a richer look at the relationship between regulation and housing costs than the state level data we presented in Exhibit 1 of the first post on regulation.We fit a regression line through the 50 observations, but it’s a flexible power function that allows us to smooth the data without being too restrictive. Chicago was already flagged as the least restrictive value of REGTEST with a value of 13; a bit of a surprise, but like Steve Harvey we go with what the survey says. While Chicago drives the regression line up a bit, for much of the data, from a regulatory value of 14 (Dayton) to about 24 (Philadelphia and Miami) there isn’t much of a trend in house values.  Of course there is variation around those trends (moving averages).  For example in the middle of the REGTEST index are metro areas like Portland, Baltimore, Providence and Hartford with median house values around $300,000, while at the same level of regulation Youngstown barely breaks $100,000.  That’s no surprise given the wide variation of other variables that can affect how home values including demographics, income and geographical constraints. But from a REGTEST value of about 24 up through the peak value of 29 there is a very steep increase in home values associated with increased regulatory stringency. Newark and New York are among those in the more stringently regulated part of the data although they are less restrictive than San Francisco and Honolulu and much less expensive.  San Jose comes in with a similar REGTEST score to Newark but a much higher home value; unsurprising given the much higher demand pressures in that metropolitan area.REGTEST, and all other such indexes, are constructed from a reduced information set.  There are literally hundreds of individual regulations and possible candidate measures.  The maintained hypothesis of such studies is that there is some correlation between included and excluded measures, and the measures presented are a latent variable for some unobservable “regulation.”  Coefficients of such models should not be taken literally as the exact partial effects of individual components.  But studies including Gyourko, Saiz and Summers demonstrate that there is substantial correlation among individual regulations; markets with restrictive zoning tend to have more stringent building codes and subdivision regulations; and vice versa.  Thus, despite their shortcomings, such indexes can be a reasonable guide to which markets are broadly more stringently regulated.



Cost-benefit analysis of regulation

Costs Benefits



Stereotypical* economists focus on the 
costs of regulation, ignore benefits?

Costs Benefits

*Not UW or UCL economists, of course!



Stereotypical* planners focus on the 
benefits of regulation, ignore costs?

Benefits

*Not UW or UCL planners, of course!



One size does not fit all.



One view of regulation:  
How much have we got?  
It’s all the same, we’ve just 
got more of it, or less of it



A more sophisticated 
view of regulation: 
You’ve got to have the 
right pieces, and put 
them together correctly.  
Details matter.



Alain Bertaud: Seven regulations constraining the consumption 
of land and floor space, better left to households than to 
planners
• Minimum lot size
• Maximum footprint (usually a%) setbacks regulation will implicitly set a 

maximum footprint
• Maximum floor area ratio, or maximum number of floors
• Minimum floor space per house/apartment
• Maximum number of dwelling units per ha (appears in multiple forms, 

for instance, as Dwelling Unit DU factor in the New York zoning 
regulations reproduced below) 

• Maximum % of land for residential use in land subdivision regulations 
(greenfield development) . This is never explicit but can be calculated 
by subtracting from 100% the minimum percentage of land for roads 
and open space. 

• Minimum number of parking space per residential unit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alain Bertaud kindly sent me this list of some key regulations that, in his considered view, are best left to consumer decisions.Bertaud is not claiming that only these 7 regulations are important. Here, he concentrates on the regulations that control the quantity of land and floor space that a household can consume in a specific location. Contrary to fire or sanitation regulations, individuals are able to make trade-offs between the quantity of land floor space that they want to consume. Planners are ill-equipped to make these trade-offs better than households.  Any lower or upper regulatory limits in these quantities must, therefore, be explicitly be justified on solid evidence. So here are 7 regulations constraining the consumption of land and floor space, that Bertaud argues should normally better be left to households:Minimum lot size.Maximum footprint (usually a%) setbacks regulation will implicitly set a maximum footprint.Maximum floor area ratio, or maximum number of floors.Minimum floor space per house/apartment.Maximum number of dwelling units per hectare.Maximum % of land for residential use in land subdivision regulations (greenfield development) . Minimum number of parking space per residential unit.This list does not include land supply constraints like greenbelts or UGB as these are not subject to households trade-offs, although of course, they can have a devastating effect on the amount of land and floor space households consume. For details of the arguments behind these recommendations, see Bertaud’s Order Without Design.



Cost-benefit analysis of 
specific regulations 
(interval estimates)

Benefits clearly 
exceed costs

Cost-benefit results 
are indeterminate

Costs clearly 
exceed benefits

Retain regulation; 
possible 

strengthening?

Stand pat for now.  
Refine data, 

analysis?

Remove or reform 
regulation

Regulatory triage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost and benefit of regulatory actions is often difficult.Consider a system of “regulatory triage.”Some regulations have benefits that clearly exceed costs – e.g. well-designed fire codes.  Retain these, enforce them, and consider strengthening where necessary.Some regulations have costs that clearly exceed benefits.  Mumbai’s overly stringent FSI (floor space index, often called FAR or floor area ratio in other countries) has been shown to be an example of such a regulation.  Relaxation is indicated (and is underway).Others are indeterminate, in-between cases.  More work to do here!



Myth: big data, smart cities and artificial intelligence will solve 
our urban problems. Including housing affordability problems.

• What’s a smart city? Not always well defined, but generally a “wired” 
city with lots of sensors, “internet of things,” possibly facial recognition 
technologies.  Smartphone apps can connect citizens directly to city 
services.  Smart cities generate lots of data.

• Emerging technologies – 5G, IoT, AI – will presumably be deployed.
• Here today:

• Public broadband
• Apps to connect users to the transit system
• Sensors that tell drivers where open parking spots exist
• Sensors that tell sanitation workers when bins are full
• CCTV; emerging facial recognition (raising issues of privacy)
• Ridesharing apps

• Coming soon?
• Autonomous vehicles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps the biggest potential contribution of smart cities and related technologies, at least in the next decade or so, would be through improved transport. Increasing transport expands the effect of land supply within an urban area, as Alain Bertaud has emphasized. Land prices will rise in the newly serviced areas, but overall, for a given population, metropolitan prices will fall given the expanded effective supply of land.https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/industries/smart-connected-communities/what-is-a-smart-city.html?dtid=osscdc000283



Smartening up the city: 1931, early days

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2014/dec/17/truth-smart-city-destroy-democracy-urban-thinkers-buzzphrase “Smart beginnings: a crowd watches as new, automated traffic lights are erected at Ludgate Circus, London, in 1931. Photograph: Fox Photos/Getty Images”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://edition.cnn.com/2014/07/18/world/asia/india-modi-smart-cities/“A rendering of the planned 'smart city' Dholera, in southern Gujarat, India. Prime Minister Narendra Modi has pledged to build 100 smart cities across the country.”



Reality: don’t forget old data, “big” and small.

• We still have a lot to do to collect good data on the basics, including 
housing prices and rents, incomes.  

• Data collection is expensive and difficult and is often an area where 
government has a large role to play not only in censuses but in special 
purpose surveys.

• For sample household surveys on a range of topics, see Grosh and 
Glewwe (2000).  The volume provides extensive discussion of the uses 
of household surveys, and sample survey instruments; the 
contribution by Malpezzi (2000) focuses on housing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don't have nearly enough data on rents. Much of the data we do have on housing prices is of poor quality; see Wu, Gyorko and Deng (2012) for the case of China.  For discussion of different techniques of measuring housing prices see Green and Malpezzi chapter 2 for an introduction. The United States probably has the best overall house price data in the world but it's not nearly as good as it should be. Even simple measures only go back to the 1970s; studies of longer run prices like Malpezzi and Maclennan, and Shiller, have to rely on very rough data.  The duration of housing price data matters because it's hard to reliably analyze prices given their long and variable cycles. Spatial disaggregation in the U.S. improved but still has far to go. See Davis. Sample selection is an issue, for example a number of countries such as China report house price data that's based on a selected sample of transactions often overly weighted towards new construction.



Myth: we’re running out of room to build.
• One example, reported in Emily Gosden, “UK 'could run out of land by 2030' as 

housing, food and energy compete for space,” The Telegraph, June 25, 2014:
• “The UK could run out of land to meet its growing demands for food, housing, 

green energy and environmental protection by 2030, according to a Cambridge 
University-backed report.”

• “There could be a shortfall of as much as 6 million hectares of land – three times 
the size of Wales - to meet the requirements of a series of policy aims as Britain's 
population grows, the study found.”

• “It warned there was a “worrying lack of clarity” from Government about how 
much agricultural land was expected to be repurposed to fulfil its various policy 
goals.”

• “The report said that between 2m and 7m hectares of further agricultural land 
could potentially be needed for housing, further woodland, crops for biofuels, 
crops to increase Britain’s food security, and dedicated areas to protect wildlife.”

• https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/earthnews/10923980/UK-could-run-
out-of-land-by-2030-as-housing-food-and-energy-compete-for-space.html

• Original source: Montague-Fuller (2014).
• Related myth: we’re running out of room to grow food.

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/earthnews/10923980/UK-could-run-out-of-land-by-2030-as-housing-food-and-energy-compete-for-space.html


The BBC, for one, is worried.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20150901-is-the-world-running-out-of-spaceSee also these articles suggesting we’re running out:https://www.rsb.org.uk/biologist/158-biologist/features/904-running-out-of-landhttps://www.onegreenplanet.org/news/earth-running-out-of-land-to-grow-food/https://resiliencepost.com/2017/12/30/are-we-running-out-of-land/But see, in contrast:https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/10/06/there-is-no-such-thing-as-a-city-that-has-run-out-of-room/https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-worlds-resources-arent-running-out-1398469459https://www.huffpost.com/entry/10-maps-that-prove-the-wo_b_11622454



Some economists have misapplied “classical” models of land.

Land in the aggregate is, more or less, in fixed supply.  
But land for particular uses is a different animal, and is more elastic.
In general, the more specific the use, the more elastic the supply.  
The supply of land for housing in London is more elastic than the supply of land in Britain.
(And could be made more so, with reform of greenbelts, the planning system).
The supply of land for your house is, more or less, perfectly elastic.

Henry George David Ricardo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
David Ricardo, and later Henry George, were important early theorists of land economics.(Ricardo, of course, made many other contributions, including the theory of comparative advantage that underlies modern trade theory).Chart from https://mises.org/library/man-economy-and-state-power-and-market/html/pp/1028



WORKING DRAFT



Bren d’Amour et al. project urban expansion will compete with 
agricultural land over the next two decades



Outputs Matter More Than Inputs

• Ultimately, there is no necessary one-for-one link between the amount 
of land in agriculture and ag output, just as there’s no necessary one-
for-one link between the amount of ag labor and ag output.

• The price of output is a better (more informative) signal than the 
quantity of output.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the end if were running out of farmland signal we want to look at is what's happening to the price of food.
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This figure presents the last 50 years of data for the food component of the CPI relative to all prices.  Thus we see that despite the rising use of urban land, the relative price of food has been falling.  This is not new, in fact increasing productivity of agriculture is partly cause and partly effect, of urbanization.  It is well know that on the one hand, increases in agricultural productivity were the first and foremost necessary condition for the rise of cities 10,000 years ago (Bairoch 1990).  It is also well know in international economic development circles that increases in agricultural productivity are in turn driven partially by urbanization, as markets for commercial farming, suppliers of key inputs, and incubators of changes in technology that can be applied to agriculture (such as the internal combustion engine).  See, for example, Evans (1990), Haggblade and Brown (1989), Rondinelli (1987) and Hazell et al. (1991).This points out the fact that the market for agricultural output is of course a world market.  A fair question is whether past declines in real food prices, even over a very long period, suggests future declines or at least no long run real increases.  For example, in a series of papers by the Worldwatch Institute, Lester Brown and colleagues have argued that prices may start to rise due to increasing demand for food from abroad, especially as China develops and Chinese households demand not only more calories but meat and other items from higher up the food chain.Of course no one can predict the next 50 years of changes with certainty.  However first consider that in fact much of China’s recent impressive economic growth has actually been tied to increases in agricultural productivity (Lardy 1983; Weersink and Rozelle 1997; Li, Rozelle and Brandt 1998).  There is in fact, enormous worldwide scope for increases in productivity as large food producing countries such as China, Russia and the Ukraine, and others both adopt new technologies and, even more importantly, reorganize their agricultural system from central planning to market lines (Swinnen and van der Zee 1993; Csaki and Lerman 1997).Oil price increases mean higher fertilizer prices, and higher energy costs for running farms and transporting output.  Fortunately the real price of oil is back more or less where it was pre 1973, as market oriented economists predicted.It is readily apparent that, despite the significant price shocks associated with the oil shocks, the secular trend in real food prices has been downwards.  (It is unsurprising that food prices would be shock upward with the oil price shocks since land prices, fertilizer prices, and tractor fuel, among other key inputs all shot up during that period.  But of course they returned to normal levels after markets had time to adjust.)It is also worth noting that there are certainly further potential gains from changes in agricultural technology.  Those from further genetic modification of seeds are only the best known and most obvious.   See White (1996), Senauer and Stevens (1996), Gotsch, Bernegger and Rieder (1993), and OECD (1998), among others.



Trends in food prices

• Despite rising use of urban land, the relative price of food has been 
falling.

• This is not new.  In fact, increasing productivity of agriculture is 
partly cause, and partly effect, of urbanization.

• How comparable are experiences in other countries?
• What trends are on the horizon that may affect the trend in food 

prices (e.g., further changes in ag technology; increasing demand 
as incomes rise in large populations)?
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Source: Craig, 
Pardey and 
Roseboom
(1997)
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However, if demand warranted it, there is enormous scope for increasing U.S. agricultural land productivity even without further improvements in technology.  International comparisons of agricultural productivity are an interesting way to examine how much potential remains for increases in American agricultural output using today’s technology.  We have a lot of agricultural land, and it's cheap, so we don't use it terribly intensively, by world standards.  This Figure, from Craig, Pardey and Roseboom (1997) is an excellent summary of these patterns.   Using panel data from FAO, Craig Pardey and Roseboom plot real output per hectare on the vertical axis, and real output per worker on the horizontal axis (log scales).  The dotted diagonal lines indicate constant land-labor ratios, so if a country/region's time path is flatter than these diagonals the amount of land per worker is increasing (notice the amount of land per worker is decreasing for Sub-Saharan Africa). This marvelous graphic repays careful study, but for our present purpose we simply note that North America's land productivity is safely in the middle of the pack (although our labor productivity is, with the Antipodes, top of the pops).  Japan's land productivity is a full order of magnitude higher.   Thus if demand and hence relative prices warranted, there is tremendous scope for increasing U.S. food production even with today’s technology and today’s aggregate cropland. 



But continued agricultural productivity growth requires 
our attention!



City footprints are expanding (Angel et al.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://unhabitat.org/making-room-for-a-planet-of-cities-shlomo-solly-angel-stern-school-of-business-new-york-university/
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According to Angel et al.’s calculations, 5.7 percent of the UK’s land area is urbanized. (See point labeled GBR).



Angel’s “Making Room Paradigm”

• Realistic projections of urban land needs;
• Generous metropolitan limits;
• Selective protection of open space; and
• An arterial grid of roads spaced one kilometer apart that can support 

public transit.
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Quote from Angel et al.:The Making Room ParadigmThis paradigm is grounded in the convictionthat we need to make at least minimalpreparations for the sustainable growth andexpansion of cities in urbanizing countriesrather than to constrict and contain them.It calls for accommodation and rejects theplacement of limits on urban expansion thatare likely to fail or, if they succeed, will domore harm than good. The paradigm consistsof four key components:1. Realistic projections of urban land needs;2. Generous metropolitan limits;3. Selective protection of open space; and4. An arterial grid of roads spaced one kilometerapart that can support public transit.



Reality: the effective supply of land for housing and 
other urban uses is – can be -- elastic
• Physical geography can be a barrier, but the regulatory framework is 

within our control.
• Well-designed regulatory regimes, using cost-benefit principles, can 

mitigate externalities and other market failures, while keeping costs 
and “affordability” within reasonable ranges.



Myth: price and rent controls are effective means 
to address high housing costs
• Many countries imposed rent controls during WWII, for obvious 

reasons.
• In the 1950s many countries, but not all, removed or relaxed these 

controls.
• In the 1980s through the 1990s, another wave of countries/markets 

removed or relaxed rent control regimes.
• Now there’s increasing pressure to bring controls back, or make them 

more stringent, in a number of markets.
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Problem:  The price of housing is too high for many families.Common Solution:  Control rents and the price of land and building materials.  This is usually the wrong solution.  When housing prices rise faster than prices in general, that is a signal to the market to produce more housing relative to other goods and services.  Such price increases are transitory unless the market is prevented from adjusting because of shortages of inputs, excessive government regulation, and similar restrictions.  It is far better to deal directly with the causes of rising costs, rather than try to shift the burden of adjustment to landlords, who will then reduce the quantity of housing and land for rent, thereby exacerbating the very problem controls were supposed to solve.





Two ways to analyze rent controls

• Effects on individual households, producers
• Market-wide effects
• See the next two slides, and their recent extensions

• Don’t let their apparent similarity confuse their important 
differences



Micro analysis of consumer’s surplus: Price control 
with “too little” housing

Quantity of Housing Services

Price
per
Unit
of
Housing
Services

Demand

Pm

Pc

Qc Qm Q*

a

b c

Unit of observation: an individual household, and unit
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Tenants under rent control are usually not free to adjust their consumption to reflect the new relative prices.  Consequently, they do not generally value a reduction in rent for the unit they occupy as highly as they would value an equivalent cash transfer.  Costs and benefits of rent control to existing tenants in existing rental units can better be studied by estimating changes in consumer's and producer's surplus resulting from the existence of controls.  Figure 1, based on Olsen (1972), illustrates such changes for a representative consumer, and his or her landlord.As a first approximation, the static cost borne by landlords can be estimated as changes in the rectangles bounded by the price line, the vertical line representing the quantity of housing services, and the axes.  This rectangle represents the short run change in landlord's money revenue.Suppose that in the absence of controls the representative consumer would choose to consume Qm units of housing services at the prevailing market price Pm, paying rent equal to PmQm.  Suppose that controls are imposed and effectively enforced, so that initially the rental price of one unit of housing services falls to Pc for all rental units.  At this price the consumer would demand Q* units of housing services.  But elsewhere we have alluded to the fact that many models predict that under rent control landlords will produce less housing, and/or the transactions costs of moving will rise.  In the absence of other actions, households may find it more difficult to find and move into a suitable unit.  Households may systematically consume "off their demand curve," i.e. they will consume more or less housing than their equilibrium demand at that price.   As drawn, the representative household consumes Qc which is less than their equilibrium demand.  They receive an implicit subsidy of (Pm-Pc)Qc, whose cost is borne by the landlord.  However notice that the consumer has also given up consumer's surplus equal to the triangle abc;  his net gain is the difference of these two areas.
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Results from Malpezzi and BallRent control usually has low “transfer efficiency” i.e. benefits to tenants are low relative to landlord costs.
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Results from Malpezzi and BallIn many countries, landlords are richer than tenants, on average.  But when you look at the entire distribution, there’s a lot of overlap.



Aggregate analysis: market effects of a price 
control

Quantity of Housing Services

Price
per
Unit
of
Housing
Services

Demand

Pm

Pc

Qc Qm Q*

b c

Supply

Unit of observation: an entire submarket
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Analysis of market effects begins with the simple model of aggregate supply and demand in Figure 2.  The model is quite similar to, say, the partial equilibrium effects of a tariff, or a tax on income from capital generally. 	Let the market price of housing be denoted Pm, and initially assume a simple, and effective, rent control that shifts all rents down by a constant amount Pm – Pc.  Now tenants pay a lower rent; if unconstrained, in the aggregate they demand Q* units of controlled rental housing.  But at the lower price, suppliers of rental housing are only willing to offer Qc units.It is this simple but powerful analysis that lies behind the prior belief of  so many economists that, in the absence of countervailing government action (such as the subsidy or provision of social housing) that stringent rent controls which effectively reduce the price of housing services will reduce the supply of housing, or at least the supply of housing in the controlled sector.  This prior is widely held despite the relatively modest direct empirical evidence on the point, about which more below. 	While Figure 2 is the starting point for thinking about the market effects of rent regulations, it is hardly the final word.  First, what do these supply and demand curves actually look like?  In particular, while there is a wealth of information on housing demand in markets around the world (Mayo 1981, Olsen 1987, Whitehead 1999, Malpezzi 1999) as already noted there is much less information on supply elasticities.  A moment’s consideration of Figure 2 confirms the  result familiar to any undergraduate that the more inelastic supply, the more modest the potential reduction of Qc relative to Qm; and the more elastic the market, the greater the effect on supply. 



Elements of a cross-city measure of regulation (Malpezzi 
and Ball)

• What is the coverage of the controlled market?
• How are rent levels fixed?
• How are rent changes regulated?
• Cost pass-through
• Treatment of new construction and rehab
• Rent changes with new tenants
• Key money/deposits
• Rules on maintenance
• Enforcement



Rent to Income and Controls (Malpezzi and Ball)

 

R/Y= 0.203 + 5.56E-06 * (GNPPC) - 3.66E-10 * (GNPPC2) - 0.0075 RCINDEX
(0.028) (8.78E-06) (5.72E-10) (0.0024)

The R-Squared for this equation is 0.37 (0.26, adjusted).  R/Y is the rent to income ratio for a large market in the 
country, GNPPC is GNP per capita, and RCINDEX is the rent control index.  Standard errors are in parentheses.



Rent Control and Housing Investment (Malpezzi & Ball) 

SHTO = 4.86 + 0.00058 * GNPPC - 3.63E-08 * GNPPC2 - 0.197 * RINDEX
(1.23)  (0.00040)                 (2.60E-08)                   (0.117)

R-Squared: 0.15 (0.04, adjusted)



Reality: Such controls can provide short term relief but provide 
perverse incentives to suppliers and are hard to modify or drop 
when markets cool.
• Rent controls can lower rents (surprise!) and also housing investment.  

But how much (of each) depends on the details of the control regime, 
and market conditions.

• The benefit delivered to tenants is often much less than the 
corresponding cost to landlords.

• Once installed, politically rent controls become very hard to modify or 
remove if they do begin to become more binding on supply.

• Other approaches like housing vouchers and changes in building codes 
land use and development regulations and the like are likely to have a 
much more positive impact on housing affordability.
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Early models of rent control, the kind usually found in economics principles texts, suggest that regulating rents will lead to dramatically reduced supply from decreasing construction and accelerated depreciation. Simple evidence we presented here, and the preponderance of more detailed research, suggest these effects have been found.  But the kinds of rent control systems we have in the United States, which mainly limit rent increases (rather than set rent levels well below market, as sometimes found in other countries) are associated with decreases in supply but do not shut off development completely as feared by early analysts like Milton Friedman and George Stigler. Furthermore, rent control is often inefficient in the sense that the benefit delivered to tenants is often much less than the corresponding cost to landlords.The distribution of benefits from controls is rarely related to any measure we’d use to target housing assistance by income or other measure of need. The sparse evidence we have on landlord income suggest that while landlords are richer on average than tenants, landlord and tenant incomes often overlap. Small scale landlording is often an important point of entry for potential entrepreneurs.The “bottom-bottom line” can be stated succinctly: Rent control rarely has the catastrophic effects some early economists suggested, but neither does it deliver effective and targeted relief to households that we would identify as having the strongest housing needs. Once installed, politically rent controls become very hard to modify or remove if they do begin to become more binding on supply.Other approaches like housing vouchers and changes in building codes land use and development regulations and the like are likely to have a much more positive impact on housing affordability issues in New Jersey and elsewhere.  We’ll have more to say about those in future posts.



Policy Directions
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Myth: there is a silver bullet housing policy, that is a powerful 
housing policy or program that will solve many problems at a 
stroke.



Sometimes it seems like the answer to housing problems is simple.  There are 
advocates for each of the following as the “silver bullet” that will “solve most housing 
problems.”

• More public housing.
• Get rid of public housing.
• Control rents.
• Get rid of rent controls.
• “Sites and services” projects (low cost land 

development).
• Give households formal title to their houses and 

land.
• “Inclusionary zoning” that requires developers to 

build a certain amount of “affordable” housing.
• Upgrading houses and neighborhoods.
• Stop “gentrification.”
• Recognize housing as a fundamental “right.”

• Smaller lot sizes, higher density.

• Community land trusts.

• More mass production techniques in housing 
construction.

• “Henry George” 100% taxation of land rent.

• Lower mortgage rates, lower down-payment 
requirements, lengthen mortgage maturities.

• Strengthen mortgage underwriting and reverse 
policies on the preceding bullet point.

• Increase private investment.

• Penalize “speculators.”

• Many more we could list…

Notice that the “silver bullet” solutions on offer are often inconsistent, 
and sometimes diametrically opposed.



There is no silver bullet to solve the complex maze of 
housing issues… but there are discernible paths in the 
right direction.  The solutions should be tailored to 
local needs, comprehensive, and attend to the different 
aspects of the problem.  They should be pragmatic, 
rather than ideological…

InterAmerican Development 
Bank, Room for Development



Precis: fundamental causes of affordability 
problems

• Low incomes, highly unequal distributions of income, poverty (these 
three are related but they are not the same)

• Inappropriate land use and development regulations
• Difficult physical geography
• Market failures in housing finance
• Government failures in housing finance
• Inadequate infrastructure



Reality: housing markets, housing problems and 
housing solutions are complex.
• There are a lot of moving parts: property rights, taxes, subsidies, 

regulations; what’s happening to incomes and demographics; physical 
geography; and so on ( see previous 140 slides!)

• See Malpezzi (2019) for an argument that we’ve created such long lists 
of things we need to do for well-run housing markets that we need to 
step back and prioritize.

• Is Dani Rodrik’s “Policy Recipes” a better metaphor?



Myth: the key to developing political support for 
housing and affordability is to present evidence on 
efficiency

• We still need the evidence, to map out an effective way forward.
• And to convince ourselves!

• But, sadly, evidence is no longer the main coin of the realm when 
debating policies.



Reality: human motivations are more about 
emotions; fairness and equity
• Fairness is a powerful motivation

• Unfortunately, societies don’t always agree on what’s fair
• Loss aversion is powerful
• Anger, fear of “the other” also come into play
• Alain Bertaud:  urban planners need economists.  And vice versa.
• My friendly amendment:  we need to learn some psychology, 

sociology and political science, too.



Political barriers to housing reform
• Budget constraints (more vouchers, please!)
• Fear.  NIMBY fears of (e.g.) lower property values, congestion, etc. are overstated, but as 

Fischel explains, it’s rational for homeowners to object to a low but non-zero probability of 
costs, when objections are nearly costless.

• Populist tribalism, fear of “the other.” 
• In the extreme, racism can come into play.

• Loss aversion.
• Insider-outsider problem: those who benefit most are often politically voiceless (e.g. 

potential new neighbors, and/or low-income renters) compared to current homeowners.
• Market wide solutions could be more palatable than small scale solutions that provide 

help to a lucky few.  The latter raise concerns about fairness and horizontal equity, helping 
the lucky few while leaving others behind.

• Building a pro-reform coalition is difficult; beneficiaries are often less well-organized than 
opponents.  Vouchers are better for the housing industry in the aggregate (increased 
demand), compared to supply side programs that largely crowd out private development.  
There’s an insider-outsider problem, the parts of the industry that benefit from exclusion 
will out-lobby industries that benefit from reform.



Cutting through housing affordability problems:
A two-pronged approach

Demand side:
Housing vouchers

Supply side:
Reform real estate regulations



Policy frameworks
• Monitor housing markets, both policies and outcomes.  Join the Housing and Urban 

Development Indicators movement.
• When housing supply is unresponsive – “inelastic” – the solution is not a one-time 

increase in approvals or production.  Don’t just shift an inelastic supply curve to the right.  
More fundamental reforms flatten the supply curve – make the market more responsive 
to demand.

• Beware the “omitted middle” of the market.  If housing suppliers aren’t able to deliver 
product where the customers are, look for regulations and other interventions that may 
be tilting profitability away from the middle and the bottom of the market.

• Cities that have large informal settlements underserved by infrastructure – slums – often 
need a “pincer movement:” well-designed upgrading programs can improve conditions in 
the informal market, while regulatory and financial reforms can help the formal sector 
move down-market.

• Political consensus and community involvement are often required for effective and 
lasting policy change.  Engage community leaders and ordinary citizens as well as 
“experts,” understand their preferences and give them voice.

• Realize that urban development in general, and changes in housing policy in particular, are 
never “Pareto Optimal.”  There are winners as well as losers.   Transparency and voice can 
help but well-designed compensation schemes can also play an important role.



Understanding the economics of 
business and public policy 
requires good modeling and 
empirical skills.  But there are 
other important skills not found 
in textbooks.
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How to convince people?Listen attentively.Exchange information. View interactions as a conversation, not a contest.Be ready to compromise, to modify your views.Don’t vilify someone with a different point of view. Not everyone against housing development is small-minded or a bigot.Understand the potential gains and losses of the other side.  Recognize the role of low-probability-large-losses (Fischel), and uncertainty.Don’t oversell.Tell a story. Metaphors work better than regression models and differential equations. (Yes, I know! This one is painful to me. ☹ ) Tell stories about real people to illustrate what you find from the regressions and the equations.Fairness and equity are greater motivators than efficiency. Fear, humiliation and anger are also strong motivators  Be aware of the role that these emotions and values can play in opposition to a project.Always remember there are no pure Pareto-optimal projects in housing and real estate. Someone’s going to get clobbered, or at least think they will. Newspapers and social media will find that one person will tell their story and neglect the dozens or hundreds of alternative successes.See if you can progress by changing the default option. Use the “nudge” approach of Akerlof and Thaler.Build trust. Remember that housing and real estate development is a repeated game.Avoid jargon. (This one’s especially hard for me).Tell the truth.



Research Agenda
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Presentation Notes
 There is always more to learn from research, international comparisons (including among the countries comprising the United Kingdom itself), and careful reflections upon practice.  I have indicated some of these above, and could certainly contribute to a more detailed research agenda if called upon.  But it’s hardly the case that this note contains anything unknown to the many fine researchers and policy analysts from the UK from whom I have learned over the years.  The short list of references below only scratches the surface.  The Barker reviews of the early 2000s, the St George’s House Consultation of 2009 organized by the Building and Social Housing Foundation, and the very recent International Review of Land Supply and Planning Systems financed by the Rowntree Trust, as well as the longstanding and still growing academic literature, are examples that demonstrate that the largest barriers to reform are not lack of knowledge or research, but of careful dissemination of those ideas, including both the public and professionals (politicians as well as planners), and of the development of an appropriate political program to improve the efficiency and fairness of UK housing and land markets.
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Financial economics

Housing economics

Macroeconomics

Focus on  financial
“innovation” with no (or
naïve) cost-benefit of new
instruments, regulations.

DSGE and other
high-tech models
often neglected finance, 
real assets.

Divergence from 1990 to the GFC?

Insufficient attention to recent
advances in labor, 
macroeconomics and their
implications for housing;

simplistic approach to
finance and macro linkages.
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Another change in the environment: Many important questions require close integration between housing economics, financial economics,  macroeconomics, and other fields (labor economics, mechanism design).  And during the 1990s:Macroeconomics became more rigorous, e.g. more on dynamics; better treatment of expectations.  Good!Financial economics began to break out of the efficient markets/CAPM straightjacket, while retaining their essential insights.  Good!Housing economics refocused on supply conditions and constraints; serious work on dynamics was picked up again. Good!But despite some advances, in the 1990s these fields diverged in some ways that left us intellectually underprepared for the run-up of the U.S. housing boom, the bust, and the resulting financial crisis and Great Recession.



Financial economics

Housing economics

Macroeconomics

Apply lessons of behavioral economics?
Design better regulatory mechanisms?

Build on recent advances in search theory;
develop fruitful financial sectors
in rigorous macro models? 

Will we see some post GFC convergence?

Better connect to “mainstream”
economics and finance?

Fulfill the promise of Kydland
and Prescott’s Time to Build and
Aggregate Fluctuations?



A few specific research topics
• Update and extend the Malpezzi-Mayo comparative demand research
• Incentives analysis – examine representative investments, back out the 

effects (positive and negative) of government interventions, study 
their effect on supply and demand

• Better measures of housing prices and rents, other data
• Revive the World Bank-Habitat Housing and Urban Development 

Indicators
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Regarding housing demand, clearly we know a lot about the income elasticity of demand and its remarkable stability across countries and markets.  Much less is known about the price elasticity of demand, particularly given the difficulty of decomposing expenditure into price and quantity.  New research on cross country demand could have a high payoff.  In this case we have a reversal of the usual situation; most cross country analysis of housing demand has so far been focuses primarily on developing countries, while developed and transition economies have been relatively neglected  (Malpezzi 1999).  Much remains to be learned about demand in middle and even upper income countries.  This is particularly important since many of the emerging markets in eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union fit into the "omitted middle" of little studied countries.Regarding housing supply, despite progress documented in Malpezzi (2007), we reiterate Olsen’s (1987) lament that so little empirical work has been done on housing supply; and still very little outside the U.S.  Supply focused studies such as Malpezzi and Mayo (1985) and the filtering research of Johnson (1985) and Ferchiou (1982) can be extended and updated.An important starting point for thinking about cross-country research is to consider data, specifically the successes and (to date) limitations of the UN-Habitat Housing and Urban Indicators project.   Loosely speaking we can view this as an effort to develop the equivalent of the World Bank’s well-known World Development Indicators (WDI) for cities.  Research on housing and the aggregate economy can be extended in several directions.  For example, little is known systematically about the leading the relationship between housing and the business cycle in developing and former socialist countries.  Davis and Ortalo-Magne (2007) present a model that could be applied in  a range of countries to study how/if housing market performance links to agglomeration and worker mobility.Successive “waves” of the Indicators have collected a somewhat varying set of data on urban outcomes and some policy measures from a varying sample of (from about 50 to about 200) cities.  Housing outcomes are heavily represented, e.g. rents, house prices, vacancy rates, average floor space and the like; there is limited data on other aspects of economic development, and no data on nonresidential real estate.  The first wave collected some information on the policy environment – land use regulations, housing finance policies, and the like – circa 1993, but these proved difficult to collect reliably and consistently, and validate, and were downplayed in later waves.The latter feature is particularly unfortunate, because understanding an important class of problems revolves around our ability to measure, or at least categorize, the urban policy environment.  What is that policy environment” (sometimes broadly defined, sometimes in specifics), across countries? Why does it matter?  This is not to minimize the difficulty of collecting data on policies, which are by their nature very difficult to measure with precision.  But their importance suggests the potential value of the substantial effort it would take to design and collect the appropriate indicators (Malpezzi and Mayo 1997).  Such an effort would be an important contribution to the fulfillment of the promise of early “urban indicators” research.
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Read it.  Know it.  Live it.
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Resources: researchers who can answer questions 
that came up during earlier presentations
• Rigorous, grounded in research and evidence, but very practical
• Finance: Marja Hoek-Smit (HOFINET), Bertrand Renaud, Robert 

Buckley
• Monitoring and evaluation of upgrading and other urban projects: 

Michael Bamberger
• Rental housing: Alan Gilbert
• Urban planning: Alain Bertaud
• Architecture, design ?
• General cost-benefit analysis, applications to urban projects:  see 

Steve’s short course for UN Habitat (slides available)



Want to go global?

• http://smalpezzi.marginalq.com/indicators/
• http://www.hofinet.org/
• http://www.imf.org/external/research/housing/
• http://unhabitat.org/series/adequate-housing-series/
• http://www.lincolninst.edu/
• http://globalhousingindicators.org/
• https://www.enhr.net/

http://smalpezzi.marginalq.com/indicators/
http://www.hofinet.org/
http://www.imf.org/external/research/housing/
http://unhabitat.org/series/adequate-housing-series/
http://www.lincolninst.edu/
http://globalhousingindicators.org/
https://www.enhr.net/
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Links to some of my blog posts
• Housing supply and demand: some basics
• Digging deeper on rent controls
• Will inclusionary zoning (IZ) help solve our affordability problems?
• Low-income housing programs that work: 3 posts on land use and 

development regulation, NIMBYs and YIMBYs: 
• Part I: The opportunities of regulatory reform
• Part II: Housing market regulation costs and benefits
• Part III: A closer look at supply-side reform

• International comparison of mortgage markets: part 1
• International comparison of mortgage markets: part 2
• International comparison of mortgage markets: part 3
• Getting Housing Incentives Right: A classic case study from Malaysia
• "Inside Baseball" on "Affordable" Housing: Some U.S. Resources

http://reudviewpoint.blogspot.com/2018/01/housing-supply-and-demand-some-basics.html
https://www.rutgersrealestate.com/blog-re/digging-deeper-on-rent-controls/
https://www.rutgersrealestate.com/blog-re/a-higher-level-look-at-iz/
https://www.rutgersrealestate.com/blog-re/affordable-housing-supply-side-innovation/
https://www.rutgersrealestate.com/blog-re/how-do-they-mesh/
https://www.rutgersrealestate.com/blog-re/are-fair-and-effective-housing-policies-really-this-hard-to-find/
https://www.rutgersrealestate.com/blog-re/what-does-all-the-worlds-housing-have-in-common/
https://www.rutgersrealestate.com/blog-re/why-do-global-housing-prices-vary-so-much/
https://www.rutgersrealestate.com/blog-re/what-can-the-world-teach-us/
http://reudviewpoint.blogspot.com/2017/10/getting-housing-incentives-right.html
http://reudviewpoint.blogspot.com/2019/08/inside-baseball-on-affordable-housing.html
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